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Fighter Plane Debated
.As Cainpus Mentorial
For Vietnant Veterans
Manuel Franco
A proposal to put a retired
fighter plane next to the University
of New Mexico Aerospace Studies
Building as a memorial to New
Mexico's Vietnam War veterans is
the focus of a controversy involving
the Air Force Reserve Officers
Training Corps and protestors who
feel the plane is inappropriate.
The plane, a F-80 fighter plane
donated by the New Mexico
National Air Guard was to be
refurbished by AFROTC students
and placed on the AFROTC
grounds, says Lt. Col. Don
Richard.
The project was approved by the
Campus Planning Committee in
Februar_y but the committee voted
last week to reconsider that decision
at its first meeting next semester
after AFROTC representatives said
they were not told the memorial
might be taken up again and were
not able to prepare a presentation.
The committee did hear presentations from groups who are
against using the plane as a
memorial.

Kent Zook of the Committee for
an Affirmative Memorial says his
group is not against having a
memorial to Vietnam veterans but
against using the plane as a
memorial because "we think it (the
plane) is an inappropriate symbol
to symbolize the Vietnam conflict."
"It is a symbol of death and
destruction. We want an affirmative memorial; a garden or a
plaque has been suggested for use
as a symbol ·of hope or reconciliation and renewal," Zook said.
Zook, who is neither a student or
a veteran, also said he has collected
petitions with about 280 signatures
from students, faculty members
and non-students against using the
plane as a memorial.
"I had the impression they (the
committee) were leaning against
it," Zook said, "but it's hard to
tell. In any case, we. will definitely
keep fighting it."
"My students proposed this and I
told them 'try it if you can,'"
Richard said. "Their position is
that there is presently no appropriate memorial to Vietnam
continued on page 3

Search for Education Dean
Narrows Field of Candidates
Three finalists for the position of
dean of the College ofEducation
have been selected from a field of
133 candidates .by a University of
New Mexico search committee.

Jeff A le<ander

Executed in effigy, these 7-foot figures and their charcoal outlines appeared on a wall between
Woodward Hall and the SUB during tire weekend. The aim of this political graffiti, or its creator are
unknown.

Theodore Cyphert, Cedi Miskel
and Edward~Joseph Shoben were
selected to replace Dean David
Darling who is resigning effective in
January to return to teaching.
....

Paul Vassallo, the chairman of
the search committee, said two of
the candidates have been interviewed and the last one will be
interviewed this week. The com-

mittee will then make its recommendation to UNM President
William E. "Bud" Davis.
All of the finalists are from outof-state.
Cyphert is on the Ohio State
.University Faculty, Miskel is on the
University of Kansas faculty and
S~oben is a clinical psychologist in
Beverly Hills.
State school director AI Clemmons and former Albuquerque
Public School Superintendent
Joseph Robitaille were among the
initial candidates eliminated for the
position.

UNM Athletic Department Budget Remains a Problem
Manuel Franco
The University of New Mexico's
1980-81 athletic department budget
continues to give UNM's president
problems, this time with the
Legislative Finance Committee at
its Dec. 8 Santa Fe meeting.
President William E. "Bud"
Davis and Regent Calvin Hom
testified .before the LFC concerning
What Horn considers to he a
$450,000 deficit in the 1980-81
UNM athletic budget,
The athletic budget officially lost
$150,000 that year, but Hom
considers a $300,000 yearly bond
payment not paid by the department in 1980-81 to be part of the
deficit. The bonds were sold to
build the University Stadium press
box and the University Arena
mezzanine,
University officials have said that
the athletic department bonds,
along with other university bonds,
were re-issued in 1?78, lowering the
total yearly payment on the bonds
to $2.1 million front $4.5 million.

The athletic department is no
longer required to pay the full
$300,000 every year but does pay as
much as it can for the bonds, Up to
$300,000, officials have said.
The biggest surprise of the day
came when Davis learned for the
first time that the other half of the
half-price sports tickets available to
faculty and staff members are paid
for by UNM, through the employees' departments. Davis had
testified that the other half of the
tickets' price was not made up.
UNM Budget Director James
Wiegmann said Friday that the cost
to UNM in 1980-81 of the half price
tickets was about $53,000, which is
about the estimated cost for .this
fiscal year.
Wiegmann said the half-price
tickets have been available as 11 a
fringe benefit, like group insurance'' for many years and he did
not know why Davis did not know
about it. He said the tickets were
paid from the satne area of the
budget as salaries.
Davis could, not be .reached for

comment.
LFC Chairman John Mershon, a
state represehtative from Cloudcroft, also critized Davis for past
statements that the UNM athletic
department has had to support a
women's athletic
,, program with no

increase in revenue.
Mershon said the State
Legislature has appropriated
money earmarked for women's
athletics.
Wiegmann said Friday that when
such an appropriation was first

made three or four years ago, the
women's athletics appropriation
was made seperately from the rest
of the athletic department budget,
but has since been included as part
of the budget.
continued on page 5

Botnb Scares Iricrease with Finals
Helen Gaussoin
It may be the most unusual
way of avoiding a final exalll·-'certainly more unique than
claiming a: family emergency.
It is called a. bomb scare and
University officials say the
police department gets more
near the ·final weeks of the
semester than any other time.
''There always has been (more
stares) in the past due to final
exams, :u _ Bob Raymond, an

inspectot with tJNM Campus
Police said.
UNM President William E.
uBud'' Davis said the university
takes ••reasonable precautions"
to protect the students and
facultY from bomb scares.
· Raymond said the police
department
informs
the
professors of the threat and that
''it is up to them to make
decisions to evacuate or not to
evacuate.''

Davis said · the instructors
inform the students there has
been a threat and the students
are free to leave if they like.
Of the 37 bomb scares the
University has received since the
beginning of the year, 19
concerned classroon.t buildings
and 12 of those were made in
April of the spring semester.
"Yo·u'd have to be a pretty
sick person to put a bomb in a
building;• Davis said.
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continued from page 1

veterans. This is a demonstration
plane .. , not a plane of war. It
was not used in Vietnam at all."
Richard said of Zook, "You're
hearing a voice out of the
wilderness, What bothers me is that
he is not a student or a veteran of
Vietnam,"
"I'm not going to put it (the
plane) there if the school says
'no,'" Richard says. "If it's turned
down, it will probably be because
of the aesthetic value. I don't think

Poland's Borders Sealed; Solidarity Union Banned
WARSAW, Poland - Prime
Minister
Wojcicch
Jaruzelski
imposed martial law Sunday,
scaling Poland's ·borders and
banning the Solidarity labor
movement. Defiant union activitists
responded with a call for a general
strike,
Armed troops Patrolled major
cities and the government
authorized the death penalty for
workers refusing to report for duty
in essential industries.
Solidarity leader Lech Walesa
was flown to Warsaw for talks with
the government. An official
spokesman said he had not been
arrested, although other labor
leaders were "interned".
The government crackdown
came after riot police raided
Solidarity headquarters just after
midnight. A government source
said about 1000 people were
arrested nationwide - many of
them officials of the now banned
union and other dissidents, as well
as officials in the former communist regime,
Solidarity leaders who escaped
arrest holed up in Warsaw's union

headquarters and called the Polish
people to strike immediately.
A crowd of about 1000 jeering
Solidarity supporters defied the ban
on J>ublic gatherings and pelted
soldiers with snowballs wh~n they
ordered them to disperse,
Soldiers turned water cannons on
the angry crowd and by nightfall
officials bad seized Solidarity
headquarters and arrested the
officials inside.
Under the martial law decree, the
government imposed an indefinite
10 p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew, banned
travel abroad and cut telephone and
telex Jines inside the country and
links to the rest of the world, including those with Soviet bloc
nations.
Officials ordered Polish soldiers,
who patroled downtown Warsaw in
full battle gear - some carrying
rifles with fixed bayonets; to use
force if necessary to restore calm.
There was no sign of Soviet troops
and the Kremlin staunchly denied
its forces were involved in the
crackdown,
Essential industries such as
railways, petroleum producers and

fire brigades were brought under
control of the military council,
which authorized the death penalty
against anyone who refused to serve
those industries.
Walesa flew from Gdansk to
Warsaw at 4 a.m. for talks with
Communist Union Minister
Stanislaw Ciosek, Deputy Prime
Minister Mieczyslaw Rakowski and
possibly with J aruzelski, officials
told repor(ers.
Government spokesman Jerzy
Urban said Walesa "is treated with
all due respect. He is considered to
be the head of Solidarity and
Solidarity activities are only
temporarily suspended," Urban
told a press conference.
''He is in the Warsaw area. He is
not under arrest. He is not interned," Urban said, adding
Walesa had had talks with
government officials.
J aruzelski told the nation he
ordered the arrest of "several dozen
people who are personally
responsible for causing a profound
crisis in the state." Ten of
Solidarity's 15-member presidium
and former Communist Party boss

Edward Gierelt and ex-premier
Piotr J aroszewicz were among
them.
"Our country is on the verge of
an abyss," Jaru~elski said in an

emotional speech broadcast
nationally to announce the state of
emergency.
"The sta tc structures no longer
function.
Chaos
and
demoralization have reached the
level of defeat. The nation has
reached the border of mental endurance.''
Normal television and radio
programming were suspended. An
announcer dressed in a Polish
captains uniform read military
proclamations on the main
television channel.
JaruzelEki said he decided with a
"heavy heart" to set up and head
the "Army Council of National
Salvation," which will run Poland
until ''law reigns supreme again."
J aruzelski, who is also Communist Party chief and defense
minister, appealed for calm in his

speech, saying he only ordered
martial law to stop the nation from
slipping into civil war.
Riot police arrested many union
leaders at hotels and the railway
station. Three officers seized
dissident leader Jacek Kuron when
a Western television crew dropped
him off at his hotel after the
meeting. Reporters watched as
police grabbed Solidarity leader
Janusz Onyszkiewicz at his hotel.
In Moscow, the Kremlin signaled
its approval, announcing the
military crackdown just one hour
after Jaruzelski's speech was aired.
In Washington, a working group
monitored the situation and
Pentagon officials said the state of
readiness for U.S. troops in Europe
was normal.
Secretary of State Alexander
Haig said in Brussels the United
States is "seriously concerned"
about the decision to impose
martial law in Poland but Western
intelijgence has detected no signs of
Soviet military preparations or
direct involvement in the crackdown.

they (the protestors) should get any
of the credit."
"I think aesthetics is one of the
major grounds" for the committee
to be against the plane, says
Associate English Professor James
Thorson, a member of the Campus
Planning Committee.. "The
Campus Planning Committee is
more in charge of aesthetics than
ideals."
Another group protesting the
plane is the United Campus
Ministries, who presented a joint

letter with the Aquinas Newman
Center and the Lutheran Center to
the Campus Planning Committee
stating their objection.
Ministries Director Dr. Mark
Rutledge said about the plane, "We
felt
it
was
very
inappropriate ... because it is an
instrument of death, a war
machine. We feel it would be the
focus of unrest and violence. We
feel a more positive memorial
would be appropriate.''
"When you have a memorial,

Volunteers Sought To Aid Suicide Emergency Service
One of the less-celebrated
traditions of the holiday season is
the annual increase in suicide at·
tempts,
To help . suicidal and deeply
depressed people now and in the
coming year,
the Suicide
Emergency Telephone Service is

recruiting mature volunteers for
free training in suicide crisis in.tervention.
Training will include lectures
from faculty of the psychiatry
department at the UNM School of
Medicine and periodic workshops,

Jim Perrings, coordinator, said.
Suicide Crisis is a component of
the Bernalillo County Mental
Health/Mental Retardation Center,
2600 Marble NE. Perrings can
provide detailed information at
• 843-2800.

Scholastic Awards Available for Military Dependents
The awards are available to proved
by
the
Veterans
Ten Scholastic awards of $7 SO
for depend en( children 'of military graduating seniors and un· Administration.
personnel are being offered by the dergraduate level students atKirtland
Officers
Wives' tending accredited institutions of ' Information and applications can
Association to students wishing to higher learning including technical be obtained in the. Scholarship
and vocational institutions ap- Office, Mesa Vi£ta Hall.
further their education.

you want to remember and commemorate lives in a positive way, to
commemorate the veterans'
courage, their dedication and
sacrifice," Rutledge says. "We
don't need any more glorification
of war."
Rutledge said the letter to the
committee was signed by him,
Ministries Program Coordinator
Rex Steward, Aaron Arce and
Director Anthony Romero of the
Aquinas Newman Center, and by
Barius Larsen, director of the
Lutheran Center.
Steward said that the plane "is
belligerent and could easily be the
focus of demonstrations and
violence, and that's unnecessary. I
think there could be a lot more
appropriate symbol."
Committee member Marvin D.
"Swede" Johnson, vice president
for student affairs, alumni relations
and development, said of the plane,
"I'm not in favor of it."
Johnson says one of the reasons
he is against the plane is because the
Aerospace Studies Building is
located near the corner of Yale and
Lomas boulevards which is "one of
the main entrances to CO\mpus.''
"I'm not sure how much merit it
has for the long run," Johnson
says. "As for a Vietnam veteran
memorial, I'm not sure, but I think
the Alumni Chapel has a plaque for
the m~n and women from New •

Mexico who died in Vietnam.
That's the appropriate memorial on
this cam ous."
The Alumni Office says that
while there is yet .no plaque in the
Alumni Memorial Chapel commemorating New Mexicans who
died in the Vietnam War, work is
being done on one.
"I don't fault the ROTC and I
support creativity by students,"
Johnson says.
Johnson says he has received
"~trong objections" to the plane
from such university groups as the
Women's Center, and from persons
who live in the surrounding neighborhood. "Anything that creates
that type of division shouldn't be
here," he says.
"! don't want to prejudge
because I haven't seen the Air
Force's presentation," Thorson
said, "but the other presentations
were quite appropriate and quite
good."
Thorson said he agrees with
committee
Chairman
John
Perovich, UNM's Vice President
for Business and Finance, that the
AFROTC "shouldn't spend a lot of
time refurbishing the plane" until a
final decision is made.
Thorson said he feels the
committee
"is
moderately
negative" towards the plane,
"although that's only a guess."

1983 Expected To Bring 'Severe' Budget Crackdowns
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Live Enteria;nment

Playing Upstairs-"City"
Performing Downstairs-"Ole Scratch"
On Sunday-"lllegal Aliens" Play
Happy Hour From 4PM to 8PM.
Free Hors d'oeuvres From 4PM to 6PM.
Inquire About Our New Years Eve Party.
Montgomery Plaza Mall San Mateo at Montgomery 883-8176

Dominos Delivers
Holiday
Coupons!
We will be open
New Years Eve & New Years Day

'3920 Central S.E.
262-1662

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

---------------®

1oo off on any pizza
Expires 1-10-82

3920 Central SE
262·1662

-------------· ·--

one coupon per pizza

1°0 off on any pizza
Expires 1-10-82
one

~oupon

per pizza

3920 Central SE
262·1662

---------------1 Free Quart of Pepsi
With the purchase of any pizza

Expires 1·1 0·82
one coupon per pizza

3920 Central SE
262·1662

---------------2 Free Quarts of Pepsi
with the purchase of any large pizza

Expires 1-10-82
one coupon per pizza

3920 Central SE
262·1662

WASHINGTON Congress
and President Reagan spent the
better part of this year fighting over
cuts in the 1982 federal budget,
with Reagan getting most of wllat
he wanted.
Next month it starts again, over
the 1983 budget, but the outcome
may be quite different.
Congress last week approved a
federal funding bill containing $4

billion in budget cuts - the final plans to submit to Congress in
installment this year of a program January, is expected to contain
Reagan initiated in February. He even deeper cuts in domestic
forced the new cuts through spending programs while barely
Congress by vetoing a measure that touching defense spending.
did not contain them and ordering a
The proposed cuts are reported
partial government shutdown.
to be so severe that several
Congress had already enacted department heads have bitterly
$35 billion in domestic spending complained about them in scathing
cuts last summer for the 1982 fiscal memos to the author - budget
year, which began Oct. 1.
director David Stockman - and in
The 1983 budget, which Reagan person to Reagan.

.

A bowl
our spiey Green
Chili Stew, Dour tortilla &
small soft drink,.

Happy Holidays

61.39

CHILDREN'S BOOKS for the child in everyone: our children's book shelves
are filled with fairy tales, silly stories, illustrated classics. For the new reader:
books that stretch, pop up, even float! And what better time to celebrate Pinnochio's 100th anniversary or Babar's 50th birthday than to introduce them
to a child this year.
GIVE A COOK A BOOK! For foodlovers who took like mad or just dream
great feasts, cookbooks both down-fo-earfh and exotic.
CALENDARS: a gift that keeps on giving all year' round. For a beautiful
1982: the Quilt Engagement calendar, Eliot Porter, Sierra Club and Audobon
wall calendars and many many more. The Natural Cat Calendar is our choice
for serious cat lovers. Garfield, of course, and Kliban's Cat are back this year.
And for fantasy, Wind in the Willows and Chronicles of Narnia.
BIG BOOKS! Great International Atlas; Ansel Adams Images 1923-1974:
Georgia O'KeeHe; The Random House Library of Painting and Sculpture;
unabridged dictionaries and fine art books now available.
GOOD BOOKS, what better gift?
Mathematical Experience by Philip
Davis and Reuben Hersh; The Mind's
I, new from Hofstadter; new fiction
by John Updike, Robert Stone,
Chaim Potok, John Irving, Colleen
McCullough, Mary Renault,

.

i

FREE intro Karate lessons for
highest score: Omega Race
Dec. 1-31st

1830Lomas

IN OUR GIFT SHOP, toys and bears,
dolls and games, Christmas c:ards in
English and Spanish, gilt wrapping,
ribbon and presents for all.

Wishing you a very
Merry Christmas!

UNM
ookstor

.-.

i

Video Games:
lra4[J![J! Game Coupon!

Zappers

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN

,/

.

Watch for Weekh
VALUESl!! .

•.

One FREE game every day for 5 days!

• • • • •
M

T

W

TH

F

1 perpersonperday.Good 12/14-12/18

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
S189Withcoupon
Reg. '2"
Use our convenient drhte up windows at

1830 lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE

Expires 12·20-81

Openat

11:00 Dally
Other Locations

10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE
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Forum
Editorial

The semester is almost over. Thank goodness.
Remember the big plans we made last AuliJUSt7 We weren't going to get
behind in our reading. We were going to attend every class. Well, we tried.
It wasn't such a bad semester. Even if the ASUNM senate was as unproductive as ever, the Lobby Committee tackled Harrison Schmitt, the
Board of Educational Finance and the United States Congress. Enrollment
at UNM went up a few points. To everyone's relief, Gordon Sanders was
not elected mayor, Even further development of the Diablo Canyon
nuclear facility seems to have been suspended indefinitely.
All in all, the semester was almost nice and we only have one week left.
One week and then a good long break. So have a Merry Christmas, Happy
Hanukkah and a fantastic New Year. We will.

0

by Garry Trudeau
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Semester 'Almost Nice'

Ethnic and Women's Groups Join Together r------~--------------~--- -1
PRIMOS·~ I
To Form Coalition for Mutual Advantages II ~-DOS
1844 Lomas NE • 842-0059
I
A.T. Chavez

,.

f_l

Crisis Center 'Positive'
Editor:
The following is a statement adopted recently by the executive council
of AGORA:
This is written in direct response to the article "Campus Crisis Center
Aquires New Director, Experiences Alterations" published in last Wednesday's issue of the Daily Lobo, That article attempted to point out the
positive changes that have been implemented since the hiring of our new
professional director, Dr. Elizabeth Hitz-Londis, back in July of 1981.
However, we feel that the positive changes were not explored in sufficient
depth and deserve r,lue consideration.
This letter intends to elaborate on the specific changes now in effect
within the organization. Some of these changes include:
1 )Expanding the name AGORA to include UNM Crisis Center-AGORA,
making the service more visible and readily available,
2)Active volunteers now sign an agreement which delineates their
commitment to confidentiality and professional ethics. Standards are
strictly maintained and a breech of confidentiality is cause for immediate
termination.
31The quality of our Volunteer Training Program, as well as supervision,
has been substantially improved. Volunteers now undergo 18 hours of
initial training and eight sessions of continuous training per semester_ Each
volunteer receives approximately 42 hours of training per semester under
the added supervision of professionals.
41The efficiency of our present operation was facilitated through the
Implementation of a new comprehensive constitution_ This document,
drafted by active volunteers during the summer of 1981, clearly defines the
responsibilities of the volunteers, the board of directors, the staff, the
professional director and the faculty advisor.
51We've expanded our service to include public speaking at local high
schools, PTAs, senior citizen groups and any other groups wishing us to
speak. Topics include suicide, relationship problems, communications
skills and information about our service.
In addition. we've strengthened our lines of communication with other
mental health services. In short, our services are now available to the entire
Albuquerque community.
These are only a sample of the positive changes made since the hiring of
a new professional director, staff and board of directors. Unfortunately,
time and space restrain the mentioning of each and every change which
has contributed to the productive working relationship of professionals
and para-professionals existing at the UNM Crisis Center-AGORA. From
all the volunteers at the UNM Crisis Center-AGORA,. we would like to
extend our best wishes for a Happy New Year.
Michael A. Busby
Student Director
UNM Crisis Center-AGORA

A group macle up of the "major
ethnic groups of the Southwest and
women" has been formed to
''cooperate with and assist one
another,'' Chicano Studies Director
Ray Burrola said.
"The Minority Coalition is a
vital necessity, particularly with the
growing conservative stand of the

in

Burrola said the groups involved
in Minority Coalition include: Afro
American Studies, Afro American
"Reaganomics will have a
Student Services, Black Student
significant impact on many of the Union, Chicano Studies, Chicano
programs that are directly related to Student Services, Estudiantes Per
most of the groups in the Minority
La
Cul:ura,
Movimiento
Coalition," Burrola said.
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan,
He said the coalition is also "an National
Chicano
Health
indication to the university, par- Organization, Native American
ticularly to the administration, that Studies, Kiva Club, Women's
we are working together,"
Studies and the Women's Center.

-Budget--------~
Letter

continued from page 1

Athletic Depa'rtment Director
John Bridgers said Friday that
because the department was no
longer required to pay the $300,000
for its bonds when they were 1 eissued in 1972, the department has
been able to appropriate $700,000
for women's athletics "with absolutely no increase in revenue."
Bridgers said that requiring the
department to pay the whole
$300,000 each year, as Horn has
suggested, would force him to cut
back in some men's athletic
programs. "Sure, we could pay it,"
he said, "but We would not be able
to compete in other sports. And
most of the sports are underfunded."
Speaking on the 1981-84 athletic
budget, Bridgers said that while the
figures he has. are "not exact," it
seems that the football program
will lose about $75,000 this fiscal
year.
Football ticket sales totaled
about $349,000 with an average
attendence of over 17,000 for five
home games, about $150,000 less
than the $500,000 in football ticket
revenue projected for this year.
But the football program will
bring in about $200,000 in radio
and TV revenue, $75,000 more than
the $145,000 projected, Bridgers
said. The increase was partially the
result of $98,000 UNM received for
appearing on regional television
against the University of Utah
earlier this year, he said.
Although the football program
may lose about $75,000 this year,
"there's a good possibility to make
it up in other sports, like basket·
ball;'' Bridgers said. He said
although the department "may be
short on revenue'' this fiscal year, it

Ex-Volunteer Criticizes Program

Letter

current
administration
Washington," he saiq.

Editor:
This letter is in response to the article that appeared in the Lobo on December 9, 1981 having to
do with AGORA. First of all, I would like it to be
known that the Lobo was sent a letter in October
that was written by myself and another ex-AGORA
board member. This letter, which was signed by 25
other ex-AGORA volunteers who were in agreement
with it, expressed our disapproval of the policy ofthe
policy changes that were made at AGORA and the
mismanagement of the center as of June 1981. The
letter was never published by the Lobo.

for AGORA. These changes turned away almost all
of the old volunteers.
In the December 9 article, Miller has
misrepresented AGORA. It has always been run
professionally, His accusations about the "disregard
for confidentially" and "clients being taken home by
counselors" are simply untrue. His information had
to be second hand since his own involvement as
faculty advisor to AGORA had been minimal before
the elections last May. He goes on to claim that
AGORA was "without professional supervision."
This is an outright lie. Our former professional
director held a master's degree in guidance and
counseling and was always in close supervision of
AGORA.

These changes came about after Dr. William
Miller, AGORA's faculty advisor, led the AGORA
staff and board to believe that their choice for the
The December 9 article has misrepresented the
position of professional director of AGORA would
important
issue. The problem is not that I did not
receive the job. He did this by neglecting to screen
receive
the
job of professional director, the problem
out those candidates that he felt he could not enis that a poorly informed Dr. Miller decided to
dorse on the basis of their level of education. The
staff and board found out after they elected Joe revamp a system that was working effectively and
DeBonis, myself, for the job, that Dr. Miller would professionally, and that did not need revamping. In
not endorse me for the position since there were the process, he has turned away over 80 former
other candidates with more advanced degrees that volunteers who had been trained and who had been
the staff and board did not elect. Dr, Miller failed to performing effectively as para-professional countake into account the time I spent as an ad- selors. He has also slandered AGORA's name with
ministrative staff member for AGORA and my years his false accusations, thus Cal.!sing it to lose its
of involvement with the organization, As a result, his credibility. Dr. Miller has been a disaster for AGORA.
failure to endorse me caused Vice President Johnson Faculty advisors should be "advising," not running
to not hire me. This incident sparked a great deal of student organizations. And as an advisor, one must
controversy since the staff and the board had always make oneself better informed about the organization
one is going to advise.
elected the professional director for AGORA in the
Joe DeBonis
past.
Ed. note: When the letter DeBonis refers to arrived
After Miller managed to persuade the staff and at the Daily Lobo, we immediately began calling the
board to have a re-election and choose the candidate signees to verify their paticipation. However, some
that he would endorse, many changes came about. of the signees had listed wrong phone numbers,
The AGORA constitution was re-written, This oc- some had no phone numbers and could not be
cured during the summer, a time when most of the reached and one had moved several months
AGORA volunteers are not around. Also at the time, previously. The staff of the Daily Lobo is responsible
all general votes were abolished by the new for the content of this paper. Because this letter
professional director. A third change that was made contained, to out knowledge, inaccurate acat this time was that all of the old volunteers would cusations, we felt we could not mn it. We did,
have to go through a "re-training" in order to work however, use it as a starting point for the story.

will cut back if it has to, instead of
overspending the budget.
Bridgers said the lack of support
for the football program "is really
hard to understand, The thing that
hurts us the most is tbe continued
adverse publicity on the athletic
program. It has left people where
they don't want to support the
program."
"If we could win 10 games (in
football), no doubt we would turn
people on," Bridgers said, "but
we're not far away" from bdng a
good team.
The LFC also heard spending
recommendations for the state's
postsecondary educational institutions from the Board of
Educational Finance.
Among the BEF recommendations were to increase UNM
tuition and fees for full-time
resident students by about 5 percent, to about $378 from the
present $360, a 14 percent salary
increase
for
non-professional
university workers and 10 percent
salary increase for professional
workers, $6.4 million for a new
Student Services Building and $5.7
million for renovation of Johnson
Gym.
The BEF also recommends increasing part-time resident tuition
to $17.54 per credit hour from
$16-70, a S percent increase; and
increasing non-resident tuition by
about 10 percent, to $1054.40 from
$956.40 for full-time students and
to $77.65 per credit hour from
$69.65 for part-time students.
Associated Students of New
Mexico lobbyist Michael Gallegos
said that ASNM has changed its
mind and now opposes the BEF's 5
percent tuition hike recom-

mendation.
"After we reviewed the rising
cost of education, we figured that
this year, there's no way many
students can come to school with an
increase" in tuition, Gallegos said.
Even if the BEF's recommendations are adopted, Gallegos
said, the percentage of their
educational costs that UNM
students pay will decrease to 8.5
percent from 9 percent,
The BEF's recommendation for
$5 million for the Work Study
Program will not be considered by
the LFC but must be introduced in
a bill to the Legislature when it
meets in January, Gallegos said,
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Skiing Trips Available
With Club Membership
Robert Sanchez
"The purpose of our club is to
offer low-cost ski trips," said the
founder and present director of the
New Mexico Ski and Travel Club,
EdNaimark.
The ski club, which is entering its
third year .in existence, has about
500 members ranging from 18 to
about 60 years of age,
The club regularly plans ski trips
during the ski season to Taos, Santa
Fe, Crested Butte, Telluride and
Purgatory, the latter three being in
weekend trips to Colorado.
"We try to plan at least 25
different ski trips," Naimark said.
"So far the club has been well
received.
Everybody's been
pleased. People get to know each
other," Naimark said, explaining
the attitude of the club. "There are
no cliques. People can go on the
trips by themselves, or they can go
to meet people , .. at least 40
percent of the members are single."
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Last year, due to the lack of
snow, the club was able to take few
trips. However, Naimark is op·
timistic this year and said that he
would like to run as many trips as
possible.
He said for up-to-date in·
formation on the activities of the
club, there is a 24-hour hotline to
call which contains information on
the club and its scheduled events.
The number is 881-7832.
He said at the end of January,
the club will schedule a trip every
weekend except for Washington's
birthday because "we want to take
people where they'll spend the time
on the mountain, not in the lift
lines," Naimark said, referring to
the crowds on that three-day
weekend.
"You should sign up early to go
on any trip you want," Naimark
said, "but we try to do what the
demand is."
There is a $5 price advantage for
those who sign up more than four
weeks in advance and if you sign up
less than two weeks in advance,
there is a $10 charge added to the
price (for weekend trips only).
"This is because I have to come
up with huge sums or money for
deposits," Naimark said,
The buses all leave from the First
National Bank at Montgomery and
San Mateo. The cost includes
transportation and lift tickets, and
for a weekend trip, it also includes
room and board.

MEXICAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS
interested in grad. school-

The buses for a one-day Taos trip
can carry up to 38 people, Naimark.,
said, and will leave at 5:30 a.m.,
usually on Saturday. The cost is
$30,
The buses for a cme-day Santa Fe
trip can carry up to 42 people and
will leave at 6:45 a.m. These trips
usually take place on Sunday and
the cost is $22.

or. Julian Samora of the Univ. of Notre Dame

will be in the S.U.B. 9·12 noon on 12/14 to
discuss programs and financial assistance
available.

The weekend trips to Crested
Butte and Telluride will leave on
Friday at 1:30 p.m. and at 5:30
p.m. for the Purgatory weekend,
The cost for Crested Butte is $115,
Telluride is $122 and Purgatory is
$105.
"We also offer bus service for
cross-country skiers to Taos and
Santa Fe," Naimark said. The price
for Santa Fe is $7 and Taos is $13.
For those interested in joining the
club, which Naimark describes as a
"skiing cooperative,'' there is a $7
fee a person each year and for each
additional family member, the cost
is $3.50 each year.
Membership includes recetvmg
the newsletter, which amount to six
or seven each year, Naimark said, a
membership card and a trip
schedule.
Interested persons can join by
mailing a check to the New Mexico
Ski and Travel Club, 7101 Prospect
Pl. N.E., Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87110. Present office
hours are Monday through
Tuesday, 9:15 to noon and I to 5
p.m.;
Wednesday
through
Thursday from 5:15 to 6:30 p.m.
and Friday from 5:15 to 7:30p.m.
People can also sign up for the
trips through the mail, Naimark
said, which makes things much
simpler.
In order to go on a weekend trip,
all participants must be members of
the club, but the one-day trips are
open to everybody with a guest fee
of$3.
Besides the skiing trips, the club
attends the Telluride Jazz Festival
and the Telluride Bluegrass Festival
during the summer and it also
schedules trips for whitewater
rafting down the Chama and Taos
Bm; in the spring.
"We want people to know what
we're doing," Naimark said. He
said that the places the club
schedules to go to have the best
skiing areas around with the
smallest lift lines and adequate
skiing for beginners, intermediate
and advanced skiers.

Joe

Cav~retta

Claude Stephenson. mandolin; Rob Loren. violin; Junior Blunt, bass; Laurie Diehl, guitar; members
of the bluegrass-jazz fusion band, the Swinging Nostrils. perform at KUNM studios Saturday. They
were featured on the "Only on Radio" show that airs every Saturday from 2-3:30 and features five

area musicians.

Residence Hall Applications Dtte
Food Services department "really
made a play for renewals. We tried
to get people to make up their
minds about renewing their con·
tracts or canceling. That way, we
would know how much space we
had to work with," he said.
"So far we've had 200 to 250 new
people apply for housing," Schulte
said. "Right now we're almost at
capacity."
Schulte said the housing
department may convert Onate
Hall into a dormitory.
"If we convert Onate, it would
give us 186 spaces," he said. "But
if we convert Onate or add any

Saundra Lucero
Students wanting to Jive in the
residence halls in the spring
semester should turn in their applications as soon as possible.
"The sooner a student applies,
the better chance he will ha.ve of
getting his choice of halls,". Bob
Schulte, UNM's director of
Housing and Food Services said.
The renewal rate of housing
contracts is somewhere between 78
percent and 80 percent, Schulte
said. "So far we've had 1460
renewals for spring semester."
Schulte said the Housing and

Michael Murphy Benefit Concert Set
Gilkyson, Gene Corbin and Sue
Young.
"We invite everyone to join us
for our special Christmas benefit
concert
for
the
kids of
Albuquerque," said Popular
Entertainment
Committee
Other special gUest artists Chairman David Griffin, "We need
scheduled to appear include Lisa your support."

A benefit concert for the
University of New Mexico Child
Care Co-op featuring Michael
Murphy and The Planets will be
held Saturday at 7 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom.

other space, UNM needs to
seriously look at the long term
benefits,"
"Since the student population is
older now, many more nontraditional students who attend
UNM may have families and will
probably not utilize the residence
hall facilities," he said.

Coffee-making
Systems
Coffee Grinders, Expresso
Makers, Tea-brewing devices
and teas
Many varieties
of fresh coffees

Dear Students, Faculty, Staff:

Come by and say ''so
long'' to the Posh Bagel.
Vou can look forward to

Save-way Liquor Stores
5704LOMASBLVD. N.E.
Your fa\'orite hnr nds cost le~s at Sa\'l'·\\'U\'
and you'll always ~et what you ask for. ·

5516MENAULBLVD. N.E.
Shop Save-Way Liquors
for Fantastic Values
in Decanters, Wine Sets,
and Liquor Gift Wraps.

SAVE-WAY LIQUORS
FEATURES:

We will be open during conver•
ston
so you can still enjoy our great
food.
Posh Eddie's will have Coors,
Miller•and Lowenbrau on tap.

• The lar~cst relection of California
und imported wines in the state of
New Mexico.

• Wide amortmcnt of cordials,
cognacs and brandies.
• Large scleclioh of American
and imported beers.
• 'fhe best brands in whiskies,
rum, \'odka, and gin.

Opening J.anuary 15th

• All of the above at low,
low, discount prices.

plus convenient

driv.e-up windows

•
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Changes in
Weather Are
Skier's Relief

Low-Level Radiation Kept
Under Careful Observation
Noel Fletcher

Jeff Alexander

About 200 five-gallon drums of low-level radioactive materials are
produced on campus each year, mostly resulting from teaching and
research conducted by the School of Medicine, said Ray Counsellor,
radiation saftey director of Lab Operations.
In the drums, material is stored, such as gloves, pads, paper booties and
animal carcasses, such as mice and rabbits, used in experiments.
The material is put into the drums, surrounded by a clay-like substance
and stored until it can be transported out of the state.
Other departments on campus, such as biology, geology, nuclear
engineering, physics and chemistry, produce small amounts of radioactive
material, However, about 90 percent of the material comes from medical
usc, Counsellor said.
Counsellor said not all of the material is contaminated With low level
radioactivity, but if there is a possibility of contamination the material is
stored.
Low level radiation means that the material has a relatively short time,
or half-life, before it becomes decontaminated.
Counsellor, who heads monthly inspections of places where radioactive
materials are used, has a team of people who pick up wastes around
campus weekly or as needed to insure safety.
He said the carelessness of people who use radioactive material presents
hazards but the codes for its use make it safe. .
The University is inspected by the state annually, and its use of
radioactive materials is carefully monitored, Counsellor said, but "the

Ray Counsellor

B1UWr!thlet

Barrels o( low level radioactive waste on North
Campus waiting for transportation to waste site
in Washington.

state and federal review programs say we have no areas in safety in which
to improve."
Persons have to attend safety classes before they are allowed to use
radioactive materials and they are encouraged to report on the carelessness
of anyone using the material.
Everyone using the radioactive materials is instructed to wear a personnel monitor or a body badge on their frock,
The badge records how much radiation the body has been exposed to.
The badge is then sent away to a company which makes an analysis and
sends a report back to the individual.
One person who constantly uses radioactive material, nuclear medical
technician Gareth Valle~. has no qualms about being around it.
"I made it a point of checking the numbars (the results of the badges
reading) when I first got here, but they were lower than what's considered
harmful," he said.
Valles uses radioactive isotopes which are injected into a cancer patient
and show an area for observation, such as lungs, when photographed. This
is used in some cases instead of X-rays.

As sure as the sun rises in the
East and the stars shine ~o~t night, so
the weather is constantly changing.
New Mexico skiers can be sure of
that.
The winter droughts of 1976-77
and 1980-81 make ski enthusiasts
shun the thought of a reoccurence.
But many meteorologists hesitate to
forecast the weather more than
several days into the future, much
to the dismay of skiers planning
their winters around expected heavy
accumulations of snow.
Bill Eisenhood, a professional
meteorologist for KOB-TV's
Eyewitness News, said that because
of the large number of variables
present in forecasting the weather,
it is nearly impossible to accurately
predict amounts of seasonal
precipitation.
A high pressure "ridge" along
the Pacific coast of North America
which diverted the jet stream north
into Alaska, and then south around
a low pressure ''trough" in the
eastern U.S. was mainly responsible
for the Jean winters of76-77 and 8081, Eisenhood said. Variations of
sea-surface temperatures may have
accounted for these unusual
pressure systems, he said.
Eisenhood said he wished people
were "more lenient" in their
criticisms of meteorological
forecasts.
Eiseilhood said that his weather
forecasts are accurate 75 to 80
percent over a 24-hour period, but
that "the accuracy of a five-day
forecast goes out the window after
the third day." He attributed this to
the weather's immense variability.

continued on page 13

GSA Word Processing Center Booked This Time of Year
Diane G. Nakos

sit temporarily abandoned by
students who will try to test their
It happens every year about this skills, pinball machines are
time.
momentarily lifeless, magnificent
The lights in the small, cramped pottery is displayed at the Arts and
office in the dark basement of the Crafts Center and the ASUNM
Student Union Building at UNM Duplicating Center is already
are switched on, distl1rbing the deep clattering with activity.
quiet of the early morning.
Montano enters the GSA offices
Mona E. Montano begins and turns on the light switch where
another dl!Y ot' controlled chaos. tired eyes grudgingly make out the
UNM's thesis and dissertation familiar objects, The secretary's
deadline is Dec. I.
desk, two comfortable, small
While most of the employees at couches and the standard office file
UNM are still on their first cup of cabinet.
coffee, Montano has already
In two short steps, Montano is in
finished typing two master's theses her office and sees the machines
and one dissertation.
that have become a major part of
The last month in the Graduate her job in the last month: the word
Student Association offices has processing ma~hines.
been a mad rush for Montano and
They sit motionless; idle, for the
her two part-time work-study moment.
assistants.
Soon the gray, black machines
Graduate students from every with the small, 12-inch .!!ray
corner of the university have been television screen will become
submitting their theses and picture screens of hours of
dissertations for processing to research.
Montano, supervisor of the GSA
Information taking all kinds of
word processing services,
forms will appear on that small
Monday through Friday, and screen; sigma's, delta's, omega's
occasionally on Saturday, Montano and rho's oddly making sense to
enters the unusually hushed SUB, their author; another paper on
each step echoing through the Antaeus, Saon, and Cyclopempty halls. Going down the · s . . . the occult?
cement stairway into the basement,
As Montano turns on the CPT
Montano sleepily stares at the sight 8000, the CPT 6100 and the two
before. her:
Rotary VII Dual Head Printers,
Pool tables and ping pong tables they seem to groan their disap-

year."
The credit for all the efficiency
must go partly to the GSA and its
decision to obtain the additional
machines - a new CPT 6100 word
processor and a dual head Rotary
VII Printer.
A floppy disc which can hold up
to 200 pages of information is
inserted into the CPT 6100. The
word processor reads the information on the disc, then flashes
"READY", This permits the
programmer to begin.
The programmer then asks the
machine to go to the desired page
for revisions.
Montano makes the necessary
changes which the student has
requested, then presses the print
button and the dual head printer
jerks into action.
While the printer is busily
spraying works on the paper,
sounding like a string of
firecrackers exploding, Montano
goes to the Optical Character

Debbie Tryon, the GSA ~ecretary,
Reader (OCR) typewriter,
An 1)3M Selectric typewriter is decided to go to Waleed AshpP, the
equipped with a special element ball word processor supervisor for the
which is called an OCR. By using ASUNM Duplicating Center.
this typewriter, the word processors
"The GSA had put too much
can read the typed copy after the money into the purchase of its
paper is typed and transfer it onto a equipment. I didn't feel that they
floppy disc for future use by the should throw it all away and take a
student at a cost of $10.
loss," Ashoo said.
Otherwise, the cost of having a
Ashoo told the present GSA
paper typed by GSA employees president, Ellen K. J;'oppes, that
ranges from $1.25 to $2.80 per GSA would have to provide the
page, The price depends on the type funding for the word processor and
of paper, technical or non- purcha·se new machines if i.t hoped
technical. A paper with equations to save the machines already inwould cost more.
vested in by GSA,
As the day goes on, Montano
The GSA council approved the
helps the two work-study students
budget
presented by Ashoo on the
with any questions they might have
regarding graduate school format new word processor services and
or questions on machine operation. Mon.tano was kept on as a
supervisor for the new business
In the year and nine months that GSA hopes to get from the various
Montano has been with the GSA, UNM departments.
she has seen a time when she
"I enjoy the students and I enjoy
thought that the offices would be
working with the new word
closed down,
"Last year at about this time, I processor machines. Typewriters
was informed by then-President of have sure come a long way since the
GSA Paul Kruse that I would no old keyboards when you needed
fingers of steel to push down a key
longer have a job with the GSA,"
and the' keys were so far apart that
Montano said.
you could lose your finger if you
"He just said that the word
missed a key," Montano laughed.
processor would no longer be
Leaving the office, the workfunded by the GSA, so there would
no longer be a place for me on the study students having long since
departed, Montano switches off the
payroll," she said.
Montano said that she and lights on her way out.

Study Papers
Are Published
By Institute
Thomas Hacker

Economic Development and the
Labor Market in Mexico is the title
of the latest in a series of research
publications produced by the
University of New Mexico's Latin
American Institute.

Christmas Food Drive!

CZICU

" Please donate non-perishable goods at the following:
Textbook Co-op, SUB Lobby, Mechanical
~ Engineering and the Faculty Club.

E

sponsored by Student Veterans and ATM Business Club. For more in·
1on lall277·3701 or277A150
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Your DonaHon at Yale Blood Plasma can help insure
that the thousands of Hemophiliacs in !his country will
enjoy Christmas !his year and in the years to come,
Please help us lo help them.

.--------------..
Christmas Soecials

Thls coupon good (or a $5.00 Bonus on your flrst dona lion wHh valid StU·

Expires

..

II
I

-------------..
--------------

COUPON NO. 2
I
good tor a $2.00
for regular donors only! This I
_is Nrn valid Coupon No. 1 was used on your flrs1 dona lion.
I
I toupon
Limit: one per donor. Nol good with olher coupons.
I
. Offer Expires t z, 18·81 ..
I
-YALE BLOOD PLASMA, INCThis coupon

Bonus

if

..

YALE BLOOD PLASMA, INC.

122 Yale Blvd., SE
ABQ., N.M. 87106
(505) 266·5729
New Donors accepted· 12:30 p,m. ·3:30p.m. M·f
·People Helping People Through Plasmapher.esis·
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His work is available free to any
interested students or faculty
members, as are the other seven
publications in the series on Latin
American topics.
The
Institute's
publications
committee offers assistance to any
UNM student or professor who
wishes to publish scholarly research
papers focusing on Latin America.

MAKE THIS
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

COUPON NO. 1

Economics professor Peter
Gregory, who condu,cted extensive
research in Mexico prior to
publication, is the eighth UNM
faculty member to publish under
the Institute's program.

Focus of Meeting
Is On Budget Cuts
Of Crisis Services
The New Mexico Task Force on
Victims of Sex Crimes will rneet in
Albuquerque Friday.
The task force is composed of
concerned community people and
workers in the area of rape crisis
intervention, criminal justice, Jaw
enforcement and the . medical
treatment of victims.
The meeting. will focus on the
effect of budget cuts on rape crisis
services and upcoming legislation.
Legislators have been invited.
The meeting will be held 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the YWCA at 4th
and Lead. Lunch will be from 12 to
1:30p.m.
Anyone interested is welcome to
attend.
More information is
available frorn Pat Good at the
Rape Crisis Center, a component of
the Bernalillo County Mental
H'ealth/Mental Retardation Center,
247"0707 •
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proval for another day's work.
Even though the GSA word
processing services have stopped
accepting any additional theses and
dissertations for the past two
weeks, Montano has found herself
working late in this corner
basement office of the SUB.
"It's not too bad now,"
Montano says. "We will be able to
meet all the students' deadlines this
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Students in Poll Support Remedial Classes, KUNM, Lobo
Greg Lay
A poll of University of New
Mexico students has revealed
generally favorable opinions of the
school and selected aspects related
toUNM.
The quality of services offered by
the University as a whole, the basic
skills program and the ~ampus
newspaper and radio station all
won approval, while students
displayed scant interest in student
government.
The poll was conducted by class
members in Political Science 305,
Public Opinion and -Election
Behavior, taught by F. Chris
Garcia, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences. The class designed the
questionnaire and then made a
telephone survey of 377 UNM
students selected at random from
the 1980-81 student directory.
After viewing poll results, Garcia
told the class, "It seems to be a
good survey. The results are within
5 percent of what I know to be the

demographics at UNM." Garcia is There were 9 percent 'A's, 61
also a part- owner of Zia Research, percent 'B's, 28 percent 'C's and 2
a professional polling organization. percent
'D's
for
UNM's
During the course, Garcia said educational standards.
the results "from a sample of 400
For the Daily Lobo, 10 percent of
persons would be accurate within 5
percent of the actual totals, 95 the respondents handed out 'A's,
times out of 100. He said the 44 percent 'B's, 33 percent 'C's, 10
sample of 377 students fit the 5 percent 'D's, and 3 percent 'F's.
percent ertor range at a 95 percent
While over half of the students
confi.dence level.
interviewed said they do not listen
One question the pollsters asked
to radio station KUNM, marks
was "Do you feel the basic skills
were high among those who did
classes offered at the University are
grade the station, with 34 percent
generally a good thing, or should
'A's, 35 percent 'B's, 18 percent
they be discontinued?" Of those
'C's, 6 percent 'D's and 7 percent
who answered, 83 percent said the
'F's, According to the survey, 10
classes are a good thing, with only percent of the respondents listen to
17 percent favoring discon- KUNM "daily," another 11
tinuation.
percent listens "a few times a
Asked to assign letter grades to week" and 22 percent listen "once
the quality of University education, in a while," leaving 57 percent who
the New Mexico Daily Lobo and never tune in.
KUNM, the majority of those
polled gave all three a 'B'.
Concern about student goverFor the "quality of education nment at (.JNM is slight, according
you are receiving," only one to the survey, with only 6 percent of
student polled gave a failing mark. the respondents "very interested"

and another 33 percent "somewhat
interested," leaving 61 percent who
are "not very interested." This
result seems to be confirmed by the
percentage of respondents who
could identify the student body
president. Only 17 percent correctly
named Mike Austin.
On off-campus issues, students
favored drafting women for
noncombative military service 71to-29 percent; said undocumented
workers from Mexico are more a
burden than a benefit to the
country 58-tq-42 percent; and felt
that Las Cruces schools should be
permitted to allow students a
"minute of silence" by 86-to-14
percent.
Women favored drafting females
percent, only a 5 percent
difference from the total sample.
Hispanics responding to the
question about undocumented
workers went against the trend by
saying they were more of a benefit,
53 to 47 pe•·cent, an II percent
66-to-~4

difference from the sample as a
whole,
Finally, voter registrations
claimed by those polled showed 51
percent Democrat, 33 percent
Republican and 16 percent independent, with just two persons
"other"
political aflisting
filiations.
Asked to disregard party
identification and label their
political ideology, 50 percent of the
respondents said they were liberals,
39 percent were conservative and II
percent were moderate.
A question to determine
students' perception of faculty
members was evenly balanced, with
38 percent claiming their professors
are more liberal than students and
39 percent feeling professors are
more conservative, while 23 percent
made no distinction. Students
responding from the College of
Architecture were an exception,
however, feeling their professors
are more liberal than students by a
78-22 percent margin.

Student Names Pharmacy Dean in Criminal Complaint
Manuel Franco

A College of Pharmacy studr.nt
has filed a criminal complaint in
Metropolitan Court against
Pharmacy Dean Carman A. Bliss
charging Bliss with 37 counts of
failure to disclose public records.
James J. 0' Donnell, a fourthyear pharmacy student, filed the
complaint Nov. 30 in connection
with his efforts to obtain certain
College of Pharmacy documents,
including documents concerning
the college's Affirmative Action
program and the qualifications of
one present and one former
pharmacy professor.
Bliss said the criminal complaint

is "much the same as a complaint
filed with the D.A. (District
Attorney Steve Schiff) last July."
That complaint was dropped by the
D.A.'s office. No one at the D.A.'s
office would comment on the case.
The case iG scheduled before
Judge Thomas E. Davis Wednesday
at 8:30a.m. at Metropolitan Court.
"I'm rather surprised," Bliss
said. "1 gave Mr. O'Donnell full
access to these papers, Apparently,
he felt I didn't fulfill all his
requirements concerning the
documents, I tried to with the best
interpretation I could make of his
request.''
O'Donnell said Bliss "did not
fully comply with what I asked. He

showed me some things but it was 'you are a student and should just
partial. He flatly did not comply. It study, just do what we say' and
(the request) was right there in the they expect us to eat it up,"
King's English."
O'Donnell said.
O'Donnell said be made his
O'Donnell said some of the
request for the documents so he documents also concern recent
changes the college has made ln the
could see "how the place works.''
"They tell us to trust them, that fifth-year program, changes he said

were done without telling the
students.
In answer to some of 0' Donnell's charges, Bliss said the college
has received federal funds for
minority recruitment since 1972 or
1973 and has had a minority
continued on page 13

UNM Computing Center's Hours Cut for Winter Break
Edward Rodriguez
The University of New Mexico
Computing Center will reduce its
operation hours during winter
break.

Kim Millican, computing center
spokesperson, said the center will
reduce its hours to 8 a.m. to S p.m.
from Dec. 20 through Jan. 18.
She said all qualified students
will have acess to the center during
the break.

She said she expects no problems
of overcrowding in the center due
to a reduced schedule, and added
there is a lesser demand for the use
of the center by students and the
University community during the
Christmas break.

Christmas Sale at
California Fashion Outlet
r----------------,
i
Designer Jeans !·
Only $8,99
Fashion pants
(2324 Central SE, across from UNM 266-6872)

with coupon

(men·, and women·s)

Designer Cords <retail $2.5-$30) Only $12.99 with coupon
Overails (men·, & "omen·s a-sorted colors) Only $i3.99 withcoupon
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,
.
(denims and colorrd)
O 1 $19 99
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.,
..
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.
• . $
...
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II
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Sale prices on
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Come in and check our fantastic
Chrisbnas Sale at California Fashion Outlet!
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Students may obtain a
physical examination at the
Student Health Center for a
base fee of $20.00 pi us the
standard fee for any X-ray or
any laboratory work that is
necessary. For appointment
call 277-3136.

3) Distraction, often by a biking companion, is
contributory in many cases.
4) Motorists' expections that vehicles en~ering a
roadway will yield is an important factor m most
accidents.

Bicycling at Intersections: Bicycle Rideout

Most bicyclists already know that nearly all rideout
accidents could be avoided if riders would slow or
stop, ~as required, and scan carefully for oncoming
traffic at intersections. The problem is that most
bicyclists badly misjudge the risk involved in failure to
use these preventive measures. It is often assumed that
quiet, familiar streets are a safeguard - but the
studies show otherwise. Bicyclists should consider the
fact that well over one-quarter of all biking fatalities
occur during rideout and that these are almost entirely
preventable by obeying the same rules that apply to
driving.

The following was contributed by the Greater
Albuquerque Bicycling Advisory Committee:

Ginny's
Garden of Gifts
WyoJUing Mall

Three-quarters of all bicycle/motor vehicle
co!lisiorrs occur at intersections. This is the first of a
series of articles which will take a look at some of the
most common types of intersections accidents as
determined in a recent study by the AAA Foundation
for Traffic Study.
Bicycle "rideout" accidents, where a bicyclist enters
a roadway, account for nearly half of all
bicycle/motor vehicle collisions at intersections.
Studies show that:

*BEADS*
• llanthnade (;Ia y •
• l~gyJ•tian t•a!lite •
• I tali an GlaSc<ti •
(;UAF1'S & UU•OR'I'S

I) Nearly all rideout accidents are caused by failure
of a bicyclist to slow, stop or search for traffic before
riding from a sidestreet, alley or driveway or by failure
to ride into a roadway at a controlled intersection in a
safe and lawful manner.
2) A surprisingly large fraction of rideout accidents
occur on familiar residential streets with low traffic
volumes and speeds.

298-4009

-~IDEO
nlng Soon

••GAME EMS•'I

Dry Cle~ning·Wash·Dry·Fold

UNIVERSITY COIN LAUNDRY
4 free games except M·F &8 p.m.
1 free game with 1 paid 6-8 pm M·F
limit 2coupons per person per d~ty

Manuel Franco
The New Mexico Educational
Assistance Foundation is "very
close" to making the state's student
loan program at least partially selfsufficient and not as dependent on
state funds, the state treasurer said
Friday.

In A Hurry For Lunch?
Don't Sacrifice Quality For Speed.

-TRY-

PIZZA SLICES
{sicilian style)

additional ingredients

A question always arises. Is a complete stop by
bicyclists at stopsign-controlled intersections always
necessary? The law says it is. Moreover, the AAA
study shows that even with significant slowing,
bicyclists often fail to see on coming vehicles, apparently owing to insufficient scan time. Finally,
deliberate failure to yield to others having the right-ofway at intersections is not only life-threatening, it is
extraordinarily discourteous. When bicycling, how do
you feel when others violate your right-of-way?

Purchasing Loans Might Furnish
Educational Foundation's Revenue

Play Video Games While You Do Your laundry

60~

r;ontinued from page 8

Police Beat is a weekly community service column
presented by the Daily Lobo In conjuction with the
Campus Police Department. It is dedicated to -the
redtiction and prevention of crime at the University of
New Mexico.

265-2524

22(;8-A \Vyomit•g Nl~

-Weather

Police Beat

Do you need
a physical examination
for employment?

zoe

"I suggested to the governor that
Treasurer Jan Hartke said the
foundation is trying to obtain a his people look" at the final
bank loan to buy almost $28 million contract, Hartke said. Thus, the
in student loan notes presently Department of Finance and
owned by the state, which Administration and the State
represents what students still own in Investment Officer will get a look at
the final contract, although "they
state I oans.
The interest on the notes, have indicated that they see no
currently at about 20 percent, problem with it," Hartke said.
Both foundation President John
would provide funds for future
loans as ·past loans are paid back, Merrett and Vice President Sarah
Branch could not be reached for
Hartke said.
comment.
"Everything is completed from
The 1981 State Legislature set up
the state selling end," Hartke said. the foundation to provide student
He said he has taken the idea of the loan funds by selling bonds. But
foundation buying the notes to high interest rates have prevented
various state officials and agencies, the foundation from selling bonds
such as the State Board of Finance without having to attach high
and Gary O'Dowd, the governor's interest rates to student loans.
lawYer.
Buying the loans will provide the
Hartke said he hopes to get a foundation with revenue that will
sales contract from the foundation help it operate when the bond
market is bad.
"as soon as possible."

Tardy Shopper Special
CHRISTmAS PORTRAITS
With 2 Day Delivery
,.,. Slack & White

8xtoJ5.00

ON TAP

because it may be blocking the
Rapidly changing weather sun's energy, The recent Mount St.
patterns, math equations and the Helens eruption was relatively small
human variable all influence the though, compared with the
accuracy of a weather forecast, he Krakatoa eruption in 1883 that
saitl.
flung dust into the stratosphere
"Very few things have been which circled the earth and cooled
proven to have an effect on the global climate for several years,
weather," Eisenhood said when
Scientists hypothesize that the
asked what caused major changes earth has actually been experiencing
in weather patterns.
a cooling trend since 1940 when the
The "greenhouse effect" is one earth reached a maximum .average
thing believed to have an impact on temperature for the century of just
weather systems. It is caused by over 60 degrees Fahrenheit, The
carbon dioxide emissions as the present average global temperature
result of the burning of f ossit fuels. has dropped nearly I degree since
Some scientists believe these then to approximately 59 degrees.
emissions trap infrared rays from
"We are in the Dark Ages,"
the sun in our atmosphere, war- Eisenhood said about meteorology.
ming the earth's surface. Other He called meteorology an "infant
scientists believe that the science" because Of the vast
greenhouse effect will eventually amounts of information yet to be
block the sun's rays, causing a learned and understood.
gradual cooling.
Eisenhood owns a primitive
Volcanic dust emitted from the weather forecasting device, bu.t he
1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens jokingly denies it as a source of his
is also thought to have a cooling forecasting data.
effect on the earth's atmosphere
The device is a rock suspended in

air by a string, with i11structions
that read: If the rock is wet, it's
raining: if the rock is white, it's
snowing; if the rock is swinging, it's
windy; if the rock is shaking up and
down, an earthquake is taking
place; and if the rock is gone,
there's been a tornado.
Kidding about going on a hunch
he has, Eisenhood hopes for "a
nice, snowy, heavy winter,"
because he recently purchased a
new pair of skis.
Marginal conditions last year
resulted in many people buying .new
skis, Sandia Peak Ski Area, the
clo~sest ski area to a metropolitan
city anywhere in the nation, opened
last season for only a brief time,
Because of the drought, local skiers
had to travel long distances in
search of snow-covered slopes.
But skiers should find comfort in
the fact that because the weather is
constantly changing, the chances
for a bountiful, wet winter are
equally as good as they are for a
repeat of last winter.

-Complaint-------continued from page 10

recruitment officer,
Just this fall, Bliss said, UNM
received federal funds for a
recruitment
program
"for
disadvantaged students" involving
the Dental, Pharmacy and Nursing
programs.
Bliss said Hispanic, Black and
Indian students now make up about
24 percent of tbe college's
enrollment. "We've always been
fairly proud to have one of the
highest percentage of minorities on
campus," Bliss said, "although we
haven't yet reached the same
porportion as the population.''
As for the fifth-year program,
Bliss said changes were made under
pressure from the American
Council on Pharmaceutical
Education, which is scheduled to
make an accreditation visit to the
college in February, "But I don't
think this (the changes) will be a
major factor" ih the, accreditation
visit, he said.
The college's faculty approved
the changes during the summer and
two open meetings were held with
students concerning the changes,
Bliss said. He said he has received
"few, if any, complaints (about the
changes) except from Mr.
O'DonnelL"
As for the qualifications of
former Pharmacy Professor Robert
F. Adams, Bliss called O'Donnell's
charges "completely unfair.
There's no doubt of his credentials
to teach," although he does not
have a Ph.b. He said~ Adams is a
graduate of the college and has
much experience.
Adams now works for a pharmaceutical company that utilizes
space within the college, Bliss said,
but that company does not Sell

materials to the college nor did
Adams work for a company that
sold materials to the college while
he was a professor, as O'Donnell
has charged.

College grads are needed to pilot,
navigate, and maintain the most
sophisticated aircraft in the world. All
majors considered. No experience
necessary. Can apply before graduation.
Ages 19 and up to 34.

Adams refused to comment o.n
the charges.
Bliss said that present Pharmacy
Professor John Rutledge has a
Ph.D. and is "fully credentialed."

* As an Aviation Intelligence specialist you
will get involved with analysis of foreign
capabilities, photo reconnaissance, and
recognition of foreign equipment.
* As a Navy Pilot you will fly the most advanced aircraft every developed.
* As a Naval Flight Officer you will operate
the sophisticated electronics and computers in the Navy's newest jets.
* As an Aeronautical Engineer you will
manage the support systems that maintain
the operation of the Navy's finest aircraft.

Hours:
Monday thru
l·ridm
~~~·•H a.m:-9 p.m.
Saturday &
II a.m.- X p.m.

We at Soup 'R' Sub wish yott a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New year.

Planning a holiday party?
place your orders early for

Excellent training and promotional opportunities. World travel. 30 days paid
vacation annually. Good physical condition. Salary up to $30,000 after four
years. Contact:

~.~

6 ft Subs and
nm§'J Party Platters ~
t
t 255-3696
Tt

Fly Navy
1st National Bank Building
5301CentraiNE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
Call (505) 766·2335
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Arts

December 25-26-27•
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January 1-2-3*

•matinee only

• ~ 1 ltc•·hJI.Ilf1~ Celebrate New Year's Eve with us!

POPEJOY HALL, UNM CAMPUS.

-Mechanics---------

The Mechanics of Rock and Roll,
The Destroyers, Double Trouble
And The Local Concert Scene

continued from page 14
in Atlanta. I'd look out under the
brim of my hat, seeing each row of
people as I looked up. Powerful.
You get a lot from big or small, lots
of love.
J,F. - How did you get together
with Thorogood?
S.R.V.- We played with him in
Austin when he came through
before. Nice man, always looks us
up.
J.F. - I'd like to see you do a
smaller club or hall again here in
Albuquerque- any chance?
S.R.V. - Sure, anytime. We
were all treated right. I could feel it
all the time.
The conversation drifted to their
trip home and the weather there. I
said thanks, wished them a safe trip
home, and got upstairs just in time
to catch Thorogood's second
number.

Judson Frondorf
The following is a conversation
that took place in a basement room,
downstairs in Popejoy Hal/. I'm
talking to Stevie Ray Vaughn and
Double Trouble members Chris
"Whipper" Layton [drums], and
Tommy Shannon [bass],
J.F. -Good show, Stevie.
S.R.V.- Thank you, I loved it.
J,F. - Nrst off, have you ever
been to Albuquerque before?
S.R.V.- Yeah, but only driving
through.
J.F. - Seems that's usrwlly the
case. What I heard was straight
forward rock and roll and lots of
blues. How did you gel started?
Who introduced you to blues
•
guitar?
S.R.V. - Jimmie, my older
brother, was my first influence in
my life. He knows about music at
least as much as anyone I know of.
J.}: - I know your brother's
reputation with the Fabulous
Thunder Birds. They were raved
about when they did a gig here.
S.R.V.- The best. Jimmy gave
me my first guitar. It was made out

of masonite with cowboys and
Indians painted around the edges.
It wouldn't tune so I took off three
strings so I could play bass with
Jimmy.
J.l': - Looks like the guitar you
play now has been through a lot.
S.R. V. - It's old, 55 I think.
I've never heard one like it.
J.F. What about playing
Hendrix? Takes a lot of guts.
Everybody loved it.
S.R.V.- I respect the man a lot.
He's the biggest blues man to me,
along with Guitar Slim, Albert King
and B. B.
J.F. - What is it that Hendrix
does for you?
S.R.V. - When you're playing
and all of a sudden you realize that
your toes are just tightened up, and

you're gettin' a chill all the way up
your back because of what you just
gave somebody, and they give it
back ..•
(The bass player adds.)
T.S.- ... Or if you're playing
someplace and you hit a note and
people start screaming, that's it.
S.R.V. -You give them a thrill
or you soothed them. That's what's
the blues are. That's why I do
Hendrix.
J.F. - I saw you at a small club
in A us/in. You have a real
following there. What about small
clubs as opposed to big halls like
this one?
S.R. V. - Both are great. Small
places 'let me really see the faces. I
remember playing to about 25,000
continued on page 15

R~y Abeyta, Judson Frondorf, Bill
Wechter
The following is a discussion
between Ray Abeyta, Judson
Frondorf and Bill Wechter. The
topic of conversation was the
George Thorogood/Stevie Ray
Vaughn concert at Popejoy Hall
last Tuesday.
THE SHOW
B.W. - I was standing in the
wings while Thorogood was
running in and out for encores.
He'd come in from the stage soaked
in sweat, looking ragged out. There
was this imaginary line right where
the flies met the stage. He'd hit that
spot coming off and it was like,
"Whew!" He'd wipe himself
down, catch his breath, pick up
another guitar, get that set up, get a
running start, aim for that line and
when he'd hit it, he'd start it up all
over again. The man was a pro to
the point. He's done it 47 times in a
row. The man knows what he's
doing.
J.F. to R.A. - What did you
think of the show? Did you like it?
R.A. - No, not at Popejoy.
Something about that place. I have
too many preconceptions about it.
Stevie Ray Vaughn would have
been great in a bar: you could really
dance to that guy, but I didn't feel
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he was the kind of concert hall
His stuff doesn't move me as
performer who could carry a show much as some of the newer music I
like that.
heard there, but you can dance to
B.W;- Did you like the music?
it.
R.A. - I don't really care for the
R.A. - It's very dancable stuff, I
blues. Anymore it's just an exercise and I think whether or not you can
in academics. It's so studied, to the dance to it is excellent criteri& to I
point where these young white. kids judge this music by. It's part of the
are acting out these old blues-man tradition. Playing these people in
roles. I can't deny blues as an in- places like Popejoy denies all of 1
fluence, and l think what Vaughn that; Vaughn is like an innocent. I I
don't deny his sincerity, but again I 1
just don't feel he's concert hall
material. I think it's great that Big
River has been making these Austin
connections, because they have a
lot going on down there and it's not
that far a way.
B,W. - What do you think
about the choice of Vaughn and
Thorogood for a night together?
R.A. - In theory I think it's
great, two three-piece R&B bands,
with the same roots. I'll have to
agree that for the occasion it was
the best choice.
J.F. - He's similar to a lot of
local bands. He's out of Austin.
. He's been living and playing there
for the past ten years and he has
this cult following; people would go
anywhere to see Stevie Ray
Vaughn.
BJJI Wechter
R..A. - What did you think of
Backstage with Stevie Ray his originals?
J.F. - I liked them the best. In
Vaughn.
Austin that's what his set was
mainly comprised of with the
does is good technically and he has exception of some traditional blues
the right feeling for the style, but
numbers and Hendrix. He said he
it's just that I'm not a blues fan.
really loved Hendrix as a kid, and
B.W. - I don't know, maybe I he still loves him now. He said he
just respond more to emotional
admired the man. Vaughn sees the
things but I really dug it. I couldn't
tell you what he played now, except
continued on page 16
for those Hendrix songs, but 1
enjoyed every second of it.
J.F.- I think Ray is right, when
I saw Vaughn in Austin, people
were packed in and dancing like ·
crazy, especially when he did his
Hendrix set. It's really amazing,
people from all different age groups
showed up to this small club,
something like Alfalfa's, and the
stage wasn't very big. For his
encores he'd come out and sit on
these steps to the stage, and people
would stand around him while he
played. He has a real following
there and I couldn't help but get
into it.
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R&B background of Hendrix more
than the psychedelic. I think it
really lakes a lot of guts to pull that
off.
U. W. - I think he handled the
stu rr very well. From the first note
of the first Hendrix song l was just
elated to hear. it. For awhile, I
thought, "Oh. no, what's he going
to do now?" But I knew this guy
could pull it off, It was great.
So what else did you find out
about Vaughn when you interviewed him? How did he hook
up with Thoro good?
J
He played with
Thorogood in Atlanta and when the
Destroyers came through Texas,
they gave him a call. Thorogood
also knows his brother, Jimmy.
They're good friends, so when they
came through,, they asked if Stevie
would open a few dates for them,
so they played this show and went
back to Austin.
I asked him about the possibility
of playing future dates here in a
smaller hall and he said anytime,
tiNY were all being treated real well
here.

.I'.

B. W. - Bill Martin, who is the
director of Popejoy Hall, said the
only thing he had objections to was
people smoking in the audience. He
said that a lot of it couldn't be
CONCERT MECHANICS
helped, and that they could live
Popejoy Hall will never be the with a lot of the small things. He
same after this one, and f seriously also said that Popejoy was open to
doubt that Big River and PEC [the a wide variety of entertainment,
people who are bringing us all of rock and roll included. He did say
this,] will ever gel a rock-n-roll however, that he was pointedly
performance in that hall again, so opposed to punk rock in the hall
because of its direct connotations
get it while it's hot.
Ray Abeyta, from the preview with violence. His first concern is
article in the Thursday, Dec. 3 issue the hall, and he made it clear that
he was against any kind of music
of the Daily Lobo.
J .F. - So were people really that would condone violence or
e;><pecting this concert to do damage destruction.
He was impressed by the security
to Popejoy? Why were people so
that PEC provided. He didn't think
cautious?

that it was too harsh. He said they
dio their job and they did it well.
He was impressed with the fliers
that were given om at the show,
welcoming people and pointedly
saying in so many words that this is
Popejoy Hall and not Johnson
Gym, and just take a little care with
the place. He said the audience
respected the hall the way he felt it
should be respected. People were
dancing in the aisles and that was
cool. He seemed to think that
everyone was having a good time
and that overall it was a good show.
He is not at all adverse to doing
more things with PEC as long as it
can be work~d out business-wise
and the dates fit. He trusts PEC to
use their judgement in using the hall

and bring in acts that won't encourage the destruction of the hall.
He's not adverse to doing rock
shows at all.
J.F. - I thought bringing the
Destroyers was an interesting test
for the hall. With straight ahead
rock, people are going to get
up ...
B.W. - And it worked. Let me
tell you what Dave Griffin,
chairman of PEC, had to say, just
to give you a gist of the situation.
He said he got no negative feedback
on the show, and there were no
reports of any damage to the hall.
As far as the business goes, he'd
like to continue to do shows there.
Accoustically it's the best hall in the
city and he thinks that the audience
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deserves to hear what the bands are
playing, The only problem he has is
that Popejoy is very much in
demand and booked up to a year
and half, two years in advance and
he can't book bands that far in
advance, At best he can do it six
monthS in advance, so he's got to
spot with Martin to get acts in
there.
He also said he didn't see the
crowd at all stymied or frustrated
with the hall's accomodations.
J.F. - People were stymied and
frustrated for sure. I was up there
in the front with a lot of people and
they were being threatened into
submission. There was 110 room to
dance, Thorogood said it himself.
Where are you supposed to dance?
And Thorogood likes to get out
into the audience where people are
dancing,
R,A. - I would have rather seen
that show in Johnson Gym, even
though the sound bounces all over
the building. I think most rock-nrollers arc geared for that kind of
situation and know how to adjust
their sound accordingly.
J.F. - And you have a whole
basketb.all court to bounce around
on. I enjoy listening to music just as
much as I do dancing to it, no
doubt about it, and I was satisfied
listening at this concert, but I also
really enjoy getting out there and
wailing and dancing. I like to
smoke at these concerts too, and at
least buy a beer. It doesn't have to
be in a glass container. The place is
beautiful in there, it's carpeted, it's
luxurious; the place is just nice, but
you don't want to put your
cigarette butts out on the carpet or
spill beer on the seats. I think that
people did enjoy the concert.

I
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Kim Hicks puts away a point against San Diego State. (Photo courtesy Ill/ark Phifbrick, B YU Sports
Information Photographer)

Volleyball Team Falls to San Diego State
Greg Lay
"We didn't do anything I didn't
expect. We just got there a little
sooner than I expected," UNM
volleyball coach Mike Hebert said
after the 1981 volleyball season
ended for New Mexico in Provo,
Utah, last Friday,
The Lobos were defeated by San
Diego State, the second ranked
team in the nation, in the quarterfinals of the NCAA national
championships by a15:7, IS-3, IS-8
score.
"We played really well," Hebert
said, "but San Diego was just
simply awesome. They didn't make
any mistakes."
Five days earlier, that same team
had defeated the eighth-ranked
Southern California Trojans in

three straight sets, 15-4, 15-2, 15-6.
USC was the defending national
champion, and managed six fewer
points against SDSU than the
Lobos scored.
Hebert, as usual, had praise for
Lobo all-star setter Kelly Knowles,
who "set a great match." But
Linda Archuleta turned in one of
her best matches of the year in
Provo, he added. "She played very
aggressively. It was great just to
watch her.
"Kim Hicks also played a great
match, but then nobody playesJ
badly. We could side-out with
them, but they just made no
mistakes and won all the long
volleys," Hebert added.
"I had a feeling that the players
felt that they should have done a

little better," he said, "but they
were proud. It's been a satisfying

season."
The Lobos season record ended
at 26- I 7, with all but a couple of the
defeats to top twenty teams. Only
three seniors - Kim Hicks, Katie
Thalofer and Barbara Baca graduate this year.
"I'm very impressed with how
well this team has played together
since August of 1980," Hebert said,
"My overall goal is to have a
program in the top ten, and I don't
think I'll be satisfied until that
happens.
"But I'm surprised that these
players have come this far this fast."
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Basketball Teams Seek Road Wins
If Gary Colson and Doug
Hoselton are going to exchange
Christmas gifts, they'd better do it
soon.
The men's basketball team will
attempt to rebound from a
disappointing 85-81 loss to New
Mexico State when they take on the
Arizona Wildcats Saturday night in
Tucson. The Lobos will then seek
revenge against the Aggies Dec. 21
before the Lobo Tournament Dec.
29-30 against Marshall, Penn and
the 4-2 Lobos then open the WAC
season on the road against Utah
and Brigham Young before
returning home to play Air Force
and Nevada-Las Vegas.
The women, meanwhile, play at
home Friday night against
Colorado Women's College and get
some time off before facing Utah
and Brigham Young Jan. 2-4. After
that, the ladies play four games in
seven days on the .road against West

Virginia, Ohio University and in the
Penn State Coca-Cola Classic. To
wrap up the grueling trip, the
Lobos play at Northern Arizona
and Texas-El Paso before returning
home Feb. 12 against Color;~do
State.
Hoselton was faced with getting
his team ready to play its fifth
undefeated team. The women were
0-4 against the previous unbeaten
teams but turned the tables against
Nevada-Las Vegas 81-71 in a. non·
conference game played Saturday
night.
The 3-4 Lobos trailed 36-35 at
halftime but came out smoking in
the final stanza, scoring 10
unanswered points in the first five
minutes of the half, New Mexico
gained the advantage by stopping
the Lady Rebel's inside game with a
vicious 1-3· I zone defense.
With the Lobos leading 64-48,
UNLV made a 13-point run to close

CROSS
COUNTRY

SKI

the gap to 64-61. "I was saying to
myself 'Not again,'" Hoselton saiq
after the game. But forward Muff
Reinert converted a 3-point play
and point-guard Lori McConnell's
made a lay-up to put the Lobos
safely ahead 69-61 with two
minutes left.
The Aggies shot a sizzling 61.4
percent from the ·field, and both
Phil Smith and Alan Dolensky cited
"lapses" in defense that hurt the
Lobos.
"It seemed like we would get
back and cut it down to one or two,
and then it'd go back up to eight,"
Dolensky said. "Then we'd have to
try to cut it down again."
LOBOS: Pop Brkovich 20 points, l rebound, 3

assists, 2 blocked shots; LarryTammce 1, 2, 0; Mark
Snow 16, 5, 0; Phi! Smith 14, 2, 8: Tim Fullmer II, 7,
8; Jeff Reinert' 3, 2, 0; Alan Dolensk)' 12, 4, l; Craig
Allison4,3,0,
AGGIES: Leading Scorer: Jamie Pena (25). Leading
Rebo!Jnder: Renault Moultrle(lO).
Team Total~: Field Goals: UNM 33·66, SO.OQJo;
NMSU 34-5.3, 61.40/o, Free Throws: UNM 15·19,
78.90Jo: NMSU 17·26, 65.3o/o. Rebounds; UNM 35,
NMSU 30. Fouls: UNM 21, NMSU 18. A.s1/srs: UNM
20, NMSU 18, Turno~~rs: UNM 141 NMSU 19.
Artendanre: 11,610.
New Mex)c(): Muff Reinert24 points; Pat Hovorka 9;
Yvonne McKhmCin !I, Sally Marqu~z. 8, Sheri Moore
7, Stina Russo O, ijetl!)" Moore 0, Debbie Leeper 2,
Margie Drlnkman 0, Lori McConnell 1"2; Sally
Anderson O, AUlsQn f:oote 8.
Nnada·Las Vegas: High Srorer: Pcnn)"Welsh (16),
Tum Tolals: Field Goals: UNLV 29-54, 53.7o.'o:
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UNM 3~·73. 46".0GJo. Free Throws: UNLV 13·15,
81.21'.1o: UNM tl-17, 64,?0/o, Rebaunds; UNLV 31,

INCLUDES:

UNM 41. Steals: UNLV 8, UNM 9. Assl.rts:UNLV
22, UNM26. Turnovers: UNLV32, UNM 25.
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884-5113

Aobcrt Sanchez

Muff Reinert (21) drives past Kathie Calloway for two of her
game·high 24 points.
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The UNM wrestling team will
have a few weeks off to mend their
wounds and get in shape for the
fast-approaching WAC season
after Friday's intersquad matches.
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Wrestlers Close
Pre-WAC Slate
With lntersquad

Coach Bill Dotson was pleased
wfth the workout at Manzano High
School.
"1 was suprised with some of our
kids who haven't wrestled much,"
he said, "We did this just to keep
our edge. It's better than not
wrestling at all."

Ste"e McPeek
The days of the ''scramble
blocker" in college football are
over, says Lobo line coach Tom
Kurucz,
Kurucz describes a scramble
blocker as "a five-nine player who
bites, scratches, kicks, claws, and
does anything else to stop an op·
posing player,"
The trend in football today is
towards taller, bulkier players who
overwhelm their opponents with
sheer size. Kurucz and the other
Lobo coaches began heavily
recruiting such players Dec. 1, the
first day college coaches could start
personally contacting high school
players.
"Ideally, the UNM football staff
would like to have a liue six-four to
six.five from tackle to tackle,"
Kurucz said. "! think in terms of
quality; a six-four, six-five player
who weighs 230-plus is at a
premium throughout the country.
"We want players at this size, but
so does Oklahoma, Ohio State,
Michigan and everybody else."
Although size is a major quality
sought in linemen, it is not the only
requirement of the job. "I look for
the intangibles - the heart, the
desire, the ability to work and the
character of the student-athlete. It's
just something you feel."
Kurucz cites as an example Tom
Dornbrook, who played for the
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Womtn s8a.o;krtball; UNM

vs. Colorado Women'~

<'ol!~gr. 7:30p.m., Unh·crsity Arena.
Mrn'~ Cymna1dn: At Cougar Cup, Pro\'Ot Utah.
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Occcmber23
Men•!· Haskelbalt: f1 tck up tickds for the lobo

Dec. 12,13,19,20

217 Hermosa SE
Convcmently locaied to U.N.M, m. excellent
S.E. Jocaltotl. Featurtng expos~d MoMwalls. Ktva htep1aees. accenl file. custom
bUIItms, clear story wrndows, Santa Fs·

kivcr_a dct, 'rom Olson 74.- /J4ionyTraccydcr. Jeff

O!uidy 8-4. 1'42 Scott Ratdln der. Lenny Lovil.to B~2i

Mike lJakcr pi'nnecl __Kim Merewctlm 3:46. IJO Rkk
nraatz maj, dee. Cmtl!i LuuteU 13-6, 167 Drod
!Jiucrntan dcr, Btad Cast 8-4. /171!ricJohnson sup.
dee, John Clark 17·4,

I

limil 1 per customer with coupon
7 arn. to 10;30arn.
Expires 12·31·81

Dc:cembet29

Mtn's Basketball: Pick up Hckel5o for Jan. 8·9
game!~ against Air Force Academy and Nevada-Las
Vegas.

Wmtlm: Hit tlle road to Catifornia(get details).

WEIINESDA\'

WEDNESIIAY

.. Deccmber.30
Men•s Basketball: Lobo Invitational,
SATliRDAY

January2
Women's Bask4!tball: UNM at Utah,' p.m.
Men's B.ukelb•ll: UNM at Utah, 7:30p.m.
ill 0

N II A \'

January4
Women's Dasktlball: UNM at Brigham Young, 5
p.m.
Mtn's Bt.~kttball: UNM at Brigham Young, 7:30

I
I

At The Corner of Yale and Lomas

I

Engineering Opportunities
You Won't Get
In Private Industry
lf you're sophomore, junior, or senior and thinking about a
technical position alter graduation, think about this. How
many companies will pay you to finish your studies? If you
qualify, The Navy will. You can earn $950 a month for up to
24 months while you complete your degree. After gradua·
lion receive ..• one year of graduate level training $6000
cash bonus .•. an av.erage salary of $35,000 in four years. 30
days paid vacation ... summers to trav.el all over the world
free ..• free medical benefits.

If yo1.1're majoring in engineering, the physical sciences, or
math, find out if you qu<~lify for this Navy scholarship.

Navy officers are more marketable in
private industry after serving as a Navy
Nuclear Propulsion officer.
contact:
Nav.y Engineering Programs
First National Bank Building
5301 Central NE
Alb!Jquerque, NM 87108

Janual}'6
Men's Bas~t'lball: J>lck up tickets- for Jan. 8-9
gamt-li against Air Force Academy and Nevada-Las
VegaS.
FRIIIA\'

1anuary8
Mtn11l Basktlball: UNM

vs.

Air Force Ac:adr:m)'.

7:30p.m., Unh·efSily Arena.
SATURDAY

January9
Men's Dukdball: UNM
1;30 p.m., University Arenn.

\IS.

Nevada-las Vegas,

INFORMATION

j).m.

TUESDAY

January S

W1ll conssdei" exchange.

call: Steve

ACROSS
1 Stinging
Insect

5 Fruit cake
6 Southern

blackbird
5 Siamese
7 Roundabout
native
8 Strike out
8 Appointment 9 Appellation
12 Singing voice
of Athena
13 Girl's name 10 Afrikaans
11 Goals
14 Verve
15 Space
19 Scale note
16 Free of
21 Pigeon
23 Threefold
17 Conduct
24 Dress border
18 Leave
20 Paragons
25 Swiss canton
22 Down: Prefix 26 Fuel
27 Publishers
23Jog
28Bow
24 Massive
27 Forestalls
29 Couple
31 Time period 30 Weight of
32 Cost
India
33 Be Indebt
32 Malay canoe
35 Calls
34 Typo
36 Egg dish
,36 Aroma
37 Sharpen
38 Printer's
mea3ura
39 Gullet
42 Stadiums
46 Shower
47 Cloth measure
49 Boundary
50 Drunken cry
51 Steal
52 Sicilian volcano
53 Deposits
54 Distress sig·
nal
55 Despot
DOWN
1 Hospital area
2 Drug plan!
3 Halt
4 Hair ointment

1
1

non·lransferable ·no cash value

lntramtu·a1s: 2'7-!liJ.SJ, Johnson Oym room 230.
TicketS: 271w2i 16. Sf! corncrofUnh·cuily Arena.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

dtVIdet, and enclosed courtyards. Owner

lntersquad Results
(Maroon tcath Uslcd first)
118 Chris Medina ·mo.j, dec. Steve Krause 10.2. 126
RnltJh Hnrrbon de(, by Joey Cimino 11-6; Tim

The UNM ski team has joined forces with the women's basketball and
softball teams for their Christmas tree sale.
The sale will continue through Dec. 16, with all proceeds going to the
teams. The tree lot is located at San Mateo and Montgomery (almost), and
trees range from $15·35, according to Klaus Weber, assistant ski coach.

Men's Basketball; Lobolnvitatiolial.

I
I

-~--------------------------.1

Teams Continue Ch1i<;tmas Tree Sale

TUESDAY

I
1

I Breakfast Burrito II
i Buy 1 Get 1 Free !

All but two of the facilities at Johnson Gym will be closed during the
break,
The pool will be open De~. 21·23 from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and 5:30 to
8:00p.m. The pool will be closed from Christmas Eve until Jan. 3, but will
open Jan. 4-15 at the same hours. Special hours are planned Jan. 16-17
from noon-4:45p.m.
The Outdoor Shop will be open weekdays except for the traditional
holidays from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
For more information on the special schedules, call277·5151.

'Invitational on D'cc. 29·30.

.

OPfN M_nndavthru Ftuln~·
7 ~'m 11! MldJolit'
bunda~,
J l cm1 II' H pm

Johnson Facilities Closed for Break

SATVRDAV

December 19
Mrn'5 Ba~ktlball: UNM at Arlzona.

The Lobos came in fifth, with
Brad Bitterman (16..0.1) winning at
167 pounds. Mike Baker (142} has
placed or won in every UNM match
this season, and boasts a 13-5
record.

The team will go horne for
Christmas before heading to
California to train with Santa Ana
College, Athletes in Action, Cal•
State Fullerton, Long Beach State
and Cal-State Bakersfield.

Kurucz said the UNM staff will

DcccmbcrlS
1

Luxury Town homes
Open House

"We've missed those. guys immensely and have had to forfeit at
177 pounds because we have
nobody to back up Harris," said
Dotson.

''He was an exceptional guy, He
graded in at least the 70's in every
film, and he was tenacious. But
there were times when we practiced
on Mondays after a game that he
would have to skip it to go sit in a
whirlpool because he was so banged
up/'

1844 Lomas NE • 842-0059

The VcJ/det Fcvwly servrng New Mexrco smr;t<• 19.'13

look for recruits within the state
first, and the surrounding area
next. "But just because a kid is I
from New Mexico doesn't mean
we'll take him," he said, "If he fits
the mold of what we're looking for,
which includes academics, we
1
certainly will look at him.
1
"We want a totally well-rounded
kid that we can have a relationship I
with for four or five years," Kurucz I
said. "And academics have to play 1
1
a key role. The motto that John
Bridgers and Coach Morrison have
established is, 'Excellence with
integrity,' and that's what we live
by."

Sports Schedule of Events During Vacation

The last Lobo road trip was good
for some and decent for others as
all eight wrestlers that made the trip
placed, but Dotson was disap·
pointed that his matmen could not
win some of the close ones in the
17-team Arizona State University
invite.

John Schaumberg and Tim
Harris arc out with injuries but
should be ready fot the first Lobo
home match on Jan. 23 in
University Arena against Northern
Arizona.

Pittsburgh Steelers after signing as
a free agent. "When I coached him
at Kentucky in 1977, we were 10-1,
and our offensive line two-deep
averaged 6-3, 235. Tommy was only
6-1 14, about 225. But he could run
a 4,75 40, and was so intense.

1
I
I
I

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

CHRISTIVIAS
SA I.E.
38 Interjection
39 Three: Sp.
40 Possess
41 Disturbance
42 Priest's vest-

ments
43 Insect eggs
44 Girl's name
45 Scorch
48 Card game

Mountains & Rivers gives you the best outdoor clothing
and the best deal around.
..... Powderhorn Down Parkas/All styles· $25.00 off
regular price
50"A. off AFRC XC Ski Jackets
'
Women's ·Reg. $34 now $17
and AFRC XC Knickers
Women's • Reg. $28 now $14
Men's · Reg. $44 now $22

'iz

Warm Goose Down comforters
Queen Size only $215 (reg. $265)
Full Size only $175 (reg. $219)

MOUNTAINS

& RIVERS

2320 CENTRAL S.E. =t.N.M:
268·4876, Mon·Frl 10·6, Sat 1
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1. Personals
ACCIJRATF. INfORMATION ABOUT eontr~ceptjon, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose.
294·0 171.
tfn
I'RE<;NANCY TESTING & COUNSELING, Phone
247·9819.
1fn
PASSPO-RT, IMMIGRAlofON, I,D. photos, 3 for
$6.0011 Lowest pri>es In town! F~st, pie~sing, short
walk from UNM. Call 265·:444 or c9me Ill 1·23
Wellesley S.E., between Girard and Carlisle, corner
of Silver. Hours: 10·6 weekdays, Saturday 9•5.
tfn
CIIJNgs~; IIUFFf:T, CHF.AP All you can eat. Lunch
$3.45, supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch$3,()(). Jao--Jno's
Pl11cc, 5000 CemrniAve. S.E.
tfn
CONTACTS.I'Ol.ISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington,
tfn.
Wt: IIOT JlJSTIUBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. CJrcerw•icl1 Village (Lennon styles), gold
runic,\. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
50!)7 Menaul N.E., across from La llelles.
tfrl
WOMEN'S IIEAJ,TJI SERVICE UNM, Student
llc«lth Center A11011Rl exams for PAPS, con·
lro<eption, abortion counseling and other
gynecological services. 277·3136.
tfll
ONI.Y $2.35. TWO farm-fresh eggs, two homemade
ctmnicul. free sausage patties, two slices to toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. Cornu
of Girard, Central and Mome Vista 268-7040.
tfn
IIOOKSTORt; GU'T SBOI' Christmas cards, toys
and games, puppets and <lolls, ribbons a.nd bows all at
liNM Bookstore!.
12/15
CONCEIYfJONS CHRISTMAS Ot'J''EP. Buy one
!9SI issue of Conceptions Southwest UNM'S Fine
Art!/ literary publication featuring work by 34 UNM
anists ond writers, get three back Issues for $2.00.
Total package price $6.00.
tfn
UNIQUE GltT SALg, Mrican hats, baskets,
Antique ties, books, rccor<ls. LPS $100 off. 500
cxcc.llclll classical, country, jazz recently arrived.
Extra 10 perccnl off wllh this ad, "Birdsong", 106
Girard S.c.
12/14
WE'VE !'ROVED IT works, let us help you find
money for school. Southwest Scholarship Services,
P.O. Box 14805, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87191.
12/14
TilE IEXTIJOOK C0-01' I> open. Sell your books
for more at the Co-op. located in Rm. 24-A sun
b;1sement.
12/14
STUot:N'f Vt:TERAN'S ASSOCIATION andATM
llu1ine1s Club I~ conducting its annual Christmas
f·ood Drive. Please donate non•perlshable goods at:
Textbook Co·op, SUll lobby, Mechanical
Engineering an<l Faculty Club. Donations accepted
weekday\,
12/14
WJSfiiNG \'OliiiOUDA \'S of love, with gratitude,
Rainbo~~o Pln~e Folks, 555 Wyoming N.E. Open 'titS
p.nJ., well· lit parking.
12/14
IIERJ: COMES TilE Chicken! The UNM Chicken Is
t!lming soon lo the New Mexico Union. Eat your
heart out San Diego! Yumm~!.
tfn
let: CIIEAM CON~;s. .35 .60 .75 New Mexico
Un10n Ice Cream Shoppe.
tfn
IIOT SOPAI'ILLA WITII honey .35 Salsa and chips
.7j Nachos 1.00 Casa Del Sol, New Mexico Union
f'ood Service.
12/14
R•:o AND GR•:EN Chili Enchiladas .89 Burritoes
1.00 Tostados .S? Casa Del Sol N.M.U.F.S.
12/14
110 YOU I.IKE Posole? Only 1.15 a bowl ~t Casa Del
So!N.M.U.f',S,
12/14
C'OLLECTAZINES, HEAVY METAL Omni,
Rolling Stone, Life's, Looks, Ramparts, IOO's of
titles, !11 Price Books Records Central at l.lnlverslty
11:00 a.m.· 9:00p.m .• 7 days.
II II
WORLD WAR II Albuquerque Journals 1941 thru
1945, '-'• Price Docks, University al Central 11:00
a.m. -9:00p.m., 7 days.
1111
~U:RR\' CHRISTMAS AND Happy New Year from
the folks at 1 \ Price Books, Cc!urat at University.
12114
S CAS II S, $ CASII $, SAVE cash shop at V1 Price
Dook\, Records, Magazines. A trip lhru Time
magazine~ from 1900 to present, All types paper•
back!>, new nod used, Collectors Records. Universily
at nntralll :00 n.m .• 9 p.m .. 7 days.
1111
CO~IJ('S MAllS, STARLOG, Fuwre, Life, Epic, V.
Prkc Blloks, University at Central II :00 a.m. - 9:00
p.m. 7 days.
1111.
JIEWA R•: Q}'TIIE Tinsel Town ntuggers.
1118
!>Tl'H' IT, IIOBB\'1 While, poi~·couon T-shirt,
$7.95 pOitpmd. ln!licate small, medium, large, X•
l:ltgc. R. ( ain l'roductions, llox Ill f. los Alamos,
N.M. 87544.
1119
ilAPP\' IIIRTIIDA \' TO the llerut ! ! Hope you
ha\e the best ever. Love you always, Pee,
12/14
FREE l!'<.'ORMATION HERBS and Herbal
combinations for natural well-being. Thb weeks
feature: Golden Seal, nature's most powerful herb
plu• our proven detox!fienlion program. Send self·
nddrmed stamped envelope to The: Solar Spectrunt,
P.O. Dox 790, Edgewood, N.M. 87015.
12/14
JOLLY PROFESSIONAL SANTA Claus. An un(l'tgettable gift ror a loved one. "A visit from St.
Nicholas." Reasonable services. 299-0447.
12/14
•'l:oiAL EXAM BLUES7 Buy a good used bicycle or a
top qcality used pro fmmeset and ride the blues
away! All under Sl50. Cycle Sports,. Snn Mateo at
Lomas, 255·1511.
12/14
FREE t ! I Tl1NE-UP INC'I.UI>ING spark plugs,
pistons, rings, valves and points to tit each used
rramcsct or bicycle at Cyle Sports, semester end sale.
San Mateo at Lomas, 255·1511.
12114
TilE PERFECT GIFT • Bosslhl·for yoU·or?11
Mailable onl)· at R.S.A. Grant office, RM 24C
Basement otSUB, I ·5 daily this week.
Ji/14

2. Lost & Found
I.OSl': WfiJH:. SKI glove With blue markings. Size:
lady's medium. Reward 266·372.3, evenings.
12/14
REW ARU: LOST llA T, earwarmer, sUnglasses.
Please cai1265·717J.
12/14
I.OST: OLD tEA '!'HER jacket; 12/9 near SUB;
Kelly Bradford, 241-8523, 1424 SawmillN.W ..12/14
GLOVES, HAT t'OtiND, 4 p.m., 3rd n. men's
room, Fine. Arts Bldg. Claim at 131 Marron Hall. tfn
FOUND: TEXTBOOI( TIILEU All Introduction to
Ancient Oreek. Con•c to Marron Hall, rm. 131 to
daim.
t(n
FOUNJ) WATCH llRACELEl' on Yale near
Redondo.
1126
REWAIIU. LOST SMALL doberman/great dane
cross puppy. Corner o( Silver & Harvnrd. Brown
w/tan ntarkihgs; long tall, floppy ears, orange collar.
266-7125 or 243·DS4t.
12114
··ouNn MAN'S WATCH at UniversitY/Grand,
Claim at 131 Marro~ Hall.
12/14
CLAIM VOUII LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
lfn

vII
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HOLmA Y HELP SPF;CIAL. Conscientious and
dependable teenagers will do oM jobs. Going on
vacatio~? We'll walk and feed your pet. Yard
cleaning, .house cleaning, sma)l paint jobs. Also
babysitting or errands. Call266·3937, after 4:00, tfn
Gl!ITAR I.ESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals.
Marc's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E. 265·3315.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English/MA e~itor,
Vall experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
2/1
available. 266-9550.
QA T\'PING SERVICE; a complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, aeneral, legal, medical,
scholastic, charts and tables. 34~-2125.
tfn
T\'PING/EDITING/TUTORIN<> 277·6404: 2664567. •
1/11
T\'PIST. IBM. EXPERIENCED. Juan Tabo/Lomas
Area. 299-1355.
. .
1/11
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES 265-9082.
12/14
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED, PROt'ESSIONAL
typiS!. School, business& legal papers. Theresa- 8837112.
12/14
A-I T\'PIST ·TERM papers, Resumes 299·8970.
2/12
FAST ACCURATE T\'PING Includes corrections,
spelling, grammar, punctuation. TypArt 105 Stan·
ford SE262·1865,
1/26
PROFESSIONAL TYPING REASONABLE.
Extensive secretarial experience. busines~ overlow
typing mY specialty. IBM Selectric Ill. Call 299·6256
or 299-2676.
12/14
TYPING THESIS, DISSERTATION reports,
st«tistical, etc. Call Annlta, 299-3.781.
12/14
CJIINESE !.ESSON IN exchange for English lesson.
Call au, 255-2852,277-5841,
12/14
JOI.LY PROFFSSIONAL SANTA Claus, An unforge!lable gift f9r a loved one, ''A visit from St.
Nicholas." Reasonable services. 299-0447.
12/14
THESES, DISSERTATIONS, PROPOSALS edited.
CST tutoring Jan Grover, 265·6094.
12/14
ADA.'S BODY WRAP and Electrolysis Clinic,
eyebrows shaped men, women. 255·6800.
12/14
TYPING·STUnENTSBUSINESS Writers. A
professional, competent, reasonably priced service.
Tcchnicatstatistlcal typing available. Usng correctable
selectric. IS typestyles. 296·6299.
12/14

4. Housing
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming po!il, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, TWO-BEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, S350, utilities
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724.
12/14
IIOUSESITTER: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to houscslt during spring semester (or ear Her).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yardwork. Catherine, 242-?228.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE, $185/mo., all utilities paid. Fully furnished •
securitY locks and laundry facilities, Please call before
6:00 in the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
ONE-HALF BLOCK FROM campus, nice 2 DR
furnished apartment, 898-0921.
tfn
VARSIT\' HOUSE ONE bedroom furnished apt.
$230 includes utilities, twiri or doUble beds, 268-05.25.
12/14
AVAILABLE NOW, UTILIT1ES paid. E.F.F.-1 &
2 bedrooms, 10 percent off for U.N.M. students,
cable TV, 3 pools, Aspen Apartments. 881·3570,4501
Shepard Rd. NE.
2/9
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, garage, yard, near
UNM, Hospitals, SIBS, 268-7218 after5 p.m. 12/14
EXTRA l-ARGE ON&BEDROOM apartment,
beam ceilings, skylighting, carpet, drapes, near
Cariisle/Candelaria. S210, 888-3000,
12114
JIQUSEMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom, furnished
house, north campus aream $175/mo., utilities, call
12114
Jim, 256-1360.
•. EMAI.E ROOMMATE NEEDED to share two
bedroom apartment, $150.00 a month, all utilities
paid. Call243-1674 anytime, one block from UNM.
12114
ONE FURNISHED [5180/mo], one unfurnished
$165/mo apartment near TVI . UNM. Cai1242-91S8
or242·7081.
12/14
NON·SMOKING FEMALE wanted toshare2·bdrm.
house, $130/mo., 265-2493.
12114
STOREFRONT, DOOR INCLUJ)ED. $175, 242·
4777, Mr• .Schwanz.
12/14
CHRISTIAN HOUSEMATE (Non-smoking] male
wanted. Sl40/month (include Utilities), call292-178S.
l/19
ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIP POSSIBLE for elean
quiet room In luxury neighborhood near campus
laundry: private entrance, kitchen, bath. Under$160,
available Dec./Jan. Female non-smoker preferred,
255-2221.
12114
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE SHARE beautiful home
Countr)' Club area. Vegetarian, non-smoking environment. Sl2S plus \1, Available Jan I. Melanie,
247-9445/265-2524.
12/14
c

BEAUTIFUl. I.ARGf: HOUSE for relit. $400. Four
bedrooms. Close to campus. 265·6341, 842-3006. Ask
forJeff.
12/14
HOUSE FOR RENT, 2 Bdnn. neat UNM, details ill
243-1067 or266-9893,
12114
IIOUSE .FOR RENT, 2 Bdrm. near UNM, details at
243-lll67 or 266;9893.
12114
FOR SALE: BY owner. $40,000, 8. percent
assumable. REC, 2 bdr, free-standing rireplace W/D
ncarUNM.243-i067 1 266-9893.
12/14
LARGE 3 IIEDROOM, basement apt.: I block from
campus; new carpet~ and paint: S350 plus D.D. and
utilities. 293•5602.
12114
MATURE ROOMMATE WANTED for large two
bedroom apt. Sl60 per month, no utilities, pool,
jacuzzi, sauna, billiard tables, call884-0:24:l.
12114
THREE BEDROOM, TWO bath. Rent S:l25, S100
down, laundry, air-conditioned near UNM. 416 High
StreetS.E., 255·1469.
1/19
SPACIOUS 2 BEJ)ROOM, I \1 bath home
w/fircplaco. Just east downtown, near Daptist
church. $350, 243·3441,242·4771.
12114
3 BR HOME, North Valley, 2/3 acre available Jan. I,
898·0921.
12/14
LARGE FURNISHED EFFICU:NCV \1 block from
campus, avnilablcJan. 1, 898..0921.
12/14
HOUSEMATE WANTED: 2 BEDROOM at 3425
Campus N.E, $100 plus utilities. Prefer serious
student, 268-1955,
12/14

Sharing
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CAREER PLACEMENT
REGISTRY
seniors, don 'tiel job opportunities
pass you by. Have you registered with
CF'R? If hot, callloiJ.free
1·800·368;3093
lor lull deln!J!!'!~..~a,taenttyform.

~~A Ride
..,,...:f~

Do you 11eed a lift?
Do you have the wheels?
Savo at leasl hall the gas el<penses and
energy. R~grster . now lor llol,day tong
d1stance travel !rig 266 2670.

CHARMING 2 DR HOUSE, Loma>/Girard,
12114
$125/mo. pius utilities. Female, 884-7087,
WAl.K TO UNM,TVI. Fresh paint, 2-bedroom,
w/gar~ge, $225, 898·6248 or come by 2417 Coal.
12/14
STRAIGHT ··tMAI.E ROOMMATE wanted to
shar~ townhouse. Near Pennsylvania/Montgomery.
Graduate student preferred, 883·8038 (leave
message).
1/11
HQUSEMATE TO SHARE 3 Ddrm., 2 bath .home in
NE Hgts. Cost: $141 plus \1 utilities. Call: Bobble,
298-8034,
12/14
FOR RENT; BEAUTIFUL 4 bedroom, one and 3/4
b~ths, large recreation room, den with fireplace.
Perfect for roommates! Previously rented by faculty
and students. Just IS minutes from U,N.M. Call
Sunwest Amedca293·4800, evenings294-2182. 12/14
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM apartmen!, 1125
dirard N.E, 1.0 minute~ from campus, $185 mo.
Includes utilities, 265-4738.
12/14
ROOMMATE .NEEDED TO share house with UNM
student. Big, roomy, fireplace, $200/mo plus V•
utilities. call Danny, 255·3054.
12/14
HOUSE FOR RENT. On Sigma Chi, one block from
campus. 3 bedrooms, dishwashc;r, n;frigerator, _s:ove.
Available around December 30. $475/month, plus
utilities. Call277·3527 (ofnce) or 265.1483 (after 5),
12/14
HOUSE FOR RENT S315 monthly Includes water,
other utilities extra. Near Univ, and Silver. 3
bedrooms, large l>ackyard, no pets or children,
partially furnished. Call242-9318 or257·8052, 12/14
FOR RENT 2·BEJ)ROOM unfurnished $200 permo.
.!·bedroom furnished $185 permo. 2 blocks from
UNM ~rea266-6872 or2?2-S93S.
12/14

5. ForSale
KING-SIZE AIR MATTRESS, wood block couch,
apd tables, and contemporary lamp. Call884-03 IS.

TELEPHONE SALES WORK: Pleasant telephone
sales work for local radio promotion, Clear speaking
voice essemial. Up to $6 per oour plus bonus. No
experience necessary, We train, Work from 9 a.m.- 2
p.m. or 4 p.m, • 9 p.m. Apply betw~en 10 a.m. - 6
p.m., Mon - Frl, at 120 Jackson NE (behind New
Chinatown Res•.aurant on Central),
12114
PART.TIME JOB afternqons and. evenings. MuU be
able to work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please,
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, SSI6
Menaul NE.
tfn
COLLEGE STUDENTS, MEN, Housewives, Senior
Citizens: Pleasant telephone sales work for local
radio promotion. Clear speaking voice essential. Up
to $6 per hour plus bonus. No experience necessary,
We train. Work from 9a.m. • 2 p.m. or .4 p.m. - 9
p.m .. Apply between 10 a.m. • 6 p.m., Mon • Fri, at
120 Jackson Nil (behind New Chinatown Restaurant
on Central),
12/14
LIGHT DELIVERY: 10 people needed for local
delivery, must have e><momical car, neat appearance,
know Albuquerque. Apply 120 Jackson N.E. (behind
New Chinatown on Central) from 9:30 a.m. - 5:30
p.m.
12114
NEED QUICK CHRISTMAS cash7 Photography
salespersons needed for I to. 4 weeks. Work after
school, weekends, and during Christmas break and
earn as much moneY as you need. Call Dan Baldwin
842-506), Leave your name and number,
12/14
NEEDED! UPPER DIVISION
Chemistry or
Biology, and Computer Science majors to assist in
neurotransmitter assay project for Spring Semester.
Gain research experience (499} and letter of
recomme11dation. Computer Science major must have
experience In Basic. Contact Michael Doyeson,
Department of Psychology. Ph #277-5306 or 266·
$012,
1111
WORK.STUD\' STUDENTS, NM Union Food
Service is looking for students for the 1982 Sprmg
Semester. Apply at NM Union Food Service Office.
tfn

11 20
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= 7.
Travel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4-IZdSLT 4-WHEEL RVT tubeless tires with 5·star
.;_;_..;;;,..;;.;;;....;...;;.;;_
rims. I spare w/out rim. Ail loW mileage. 90 percent
n•w. Below retail. 867-5362 after 1:00.
12/.14
FINALS WEEK MAJ)NESS sale! Legnnno 25"
Touring frame with headset, perfect, $50. Bottechia
Pro tour frame and fork, aloy tubes, Campagnolo
dropouts and braze.ons,. new paint, $100. Atala 26"
pro frame, no fork, new paint, $60. Many good used
bikes: $45-$150. Super buys. 10 percent discount on
all new bikes. Cycle Sports. San Mateo at Lomas,
255-1511.
12/14
STEREO, WOK AND blender, For sale, 842·8446.
12/14
STUDENT DIRECTORIES NOW on sale at Hokona
and Coronado Dorms, UNM Bookstore and SU.B
Information Booth. Only $1.00 for a complete listing
of UNM students and important campus phone
numbers, Limited supply- get yours now!.
12/14
1980 CM 400T Motorcycle, 298-8041.
1/11
TAKAMINE 12 STRING guitar, 298·8041.
Jill
TEN SPEED BIKE. Ladies Schwinn, !70, 842·9268,
12/14
66 WILDCAT BUICK. Not much on looks but •ery
dependable. Asking S350, g83-0292.
12114
TWO BEDROOM, FIREPLACE near UNM.
Redecorated, 294·2257, 6:00p.m.
12/14
SCHWINN LETOUR 10 speed, 299-8667 1 $125.00.
12/14
HP38C WITH EXTRA battery pack, RE I & II,
finance books and case $129.95; IBM "ll" typewriter
$224.95,2 selectric elements, 881-5031.
12/14
SUZUK!400 ENDURO $595, 831-5691, Henry,
12114
MERCEDE.'l 1963 220SE Classic, clean, rebuilt
engine. $2700 or offer. Call 873-0257 evenings,
Weekends.
12/14
BABY'S CRIB, Hl\RDL\' used, $125,247·2099.
12/14
ROLL BAR FOR small P.U. truck, black, $50.00,
277·5766 or266·089S.
Jill
STEREO . EQUIPMENT TECHNICS turntable
SLD2 $90.00, and cassette deck M250 · $260.00;
Pickering carlridge XSV4000 $70.00, All for $400.
negotiable. All 9 months old, new condition.
12114
Afternoons and Evenings, Jon, 271-3085.
SIX MONTHS OLDIII Honda Express $295.00 2660895. Great, cheap transportation.
Ill I
LINCOLIN CONTINENTAl. 1971 2·Door excellent
condition, $1300.00 or best offer, 268-9167 Evenings.
12114
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, Trucks, Many sell under
$200.00. Information on purchasing similar bargains.
602·998-0575 Ext. 924.
12114
SKIS. YAMAHA 160 w/Tyrolia bindings and Hart•
Ramy poles $95.00. Rossignol 170 $25 or best offer.
258-6504.
12114
\¥E BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular S6S.OO Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E. across rrom La Belles.
tfn

6. Employment
ROOM AND BOARD plus negotiable stipend in
exchange for helping handicapped student Spring
Semester. Call Honora Moore at277-2968.
12/14
PART-TIME JNSTRUCI'ORS NEEDED for
YWCA: Karate, Dallet, Judo, Photography, Guitar;
Piano, Baton, Cheerleading, Woodcrafts and
Cooking, 293-7400.
12/14
PIJ\'SICAL FITNESS INSTRUCI'ORS Jor dance,
exercise, slimdown and aerobic classes. Experience
helpful but not necessary. Training available. Call
YWCA 293-7400, 9-S, M·F.
12/14
INTERNSHIP OPENING, THEATRE Arts Major
or Minor. Contact Tom Moore, KOB-TV, l'h. 243•
44li.An Equal Opportunity Employer.
12114
EARN MONEY IN spare time. Profitable mailing
program. For details send SASE toP& RResearch4,
Box 219, Grants, N.M. 87020.
1/20
INTERNSHIP OPENING. JOURNALISM Major
or Minor. Contact Tom Moore, KOB-l'V, Ph, 243·
4411. An EquaiOpportunity Employer.
12/14
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES NEEDED. Must be 21
cir over. Apply Posh Bagel, 2-4 p;m .• No Phone calls.
-~---~----~~--~-.-:.12=:/..:1...:.4

RELIABLE MAN WANTED to help disabled lawyer
10·14 hours weekly. One hour morning> 7:30-8:30
weekdays, 9-10 weekends, I hour evenings 9:30-10·
30, dress, undress, shower. $S hour. 3 blocks from
campus. 242•3347 evenings.
12/14
IlEA liD ABOUT SAL'I' brine1 Help stop WIPP
waste dump, The next 4 weeks are crucial. Help make
hi5tory. Volunteers needed for research, office work,
petitioning, 842·1194.
12114
JUNIQRS, SENIORS or GRADUATE studenis Cot
parHinte work in Albuquerque during Chrislnli!S
break,call292·814S.
12/14

CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
15.00 Alergan KW 4.69
' can tof low pr\ces on hard,

RIDERS NEEDEU TO Tucson leave December 23 rd
return December 27th. Ca11243·1684 evenings, 12114
RIDER WANTED TO share expenses-Los
Angeles/Santa Barbara area. Leave Dec, 17 early.
Call Marion, 265-4337,
12/14
IF \'OU "HOPE" .to find Lamour on the Road to
Hong Kong, consider advertising in the Daily Lo/xl,
tfn
WANT JIETTER PASSENGER Rail Service?Join
National As!ociation' of Rail Passengers, lltlend
NARP's monthly meetings. For more info., call2S61029.
12114
IF YOU WANT someone to "get you on a. slow boat
to China" why uot advertise in the Daily Lobo. tfn

8. Miscellaneous
HELP STOP NUCLEAR waste dump, g42-1194,
12/14
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for beginning
and advanced classes. Program of 4 academic years,
in English language, approved, and leads to M.n.
degree, For information call 91 5-532·5848 or write
Admissions Director, U.S. Office St. Lucia Health
Science University Faculty of Medicine 1501 Sun
Bowl Drive, Ell'aso, Texas79901.
12114
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photograph
Gallery is located one half block from Johnson Oym
at II I Cornell S.E. Hours: 11•2:30. Monday-Friday.
Special Order Service.
12/14
WANTED: USED TENT good condition, Evenings
247-4569,
12/14
THE H~RVARJ) BIKE House has cross-country skis
to rent. 137 Harvard, SE, 255•8808.
12114
SKIERS, MOUNTAINERS: WOOL pants, shlr1s
and hats, heavyweight, Genuine military.
Unbelievably cheap, Also, used field jackets ami
parkas and night jackets. Kaufman's, a real Army.
Navy store. 504 YaleS,E., 2S6-0000.
1/18
NEED XMAS CASII? Sell your gold and sih·cr
1/12
jewlery, 255-4838.
CALL ACULEX FOR all word processing. needs;
theses, dissertation, resumes. 831·31gl,
Jill
COLLECTAZINES, IIEAVY JI.IETAL, Omni,
Rolling Stones, Life's, L(loks, Ramparts, IOO's of
titles, Vz Price books Records, Central at University,
II :00 a.m.· 9:00p.m. 7 days.
1/11
ORNAMENTAL
BLACKSMil'JIING
6-DAY
workshops, write; Rolando DeLeon, Rt. 2 Box216·B,
Santa Fe, NewMexico8750J.
12/14

west ot Yoor Drug)
4306lamas a\Washtngton
.. 265•8846
(3 doon

RIDER NEE!) ED TO Jacksonville, Florida to share
expenses and company. Leaving .Dec. 18th, Call
Jimmy298-3131,
12114
ONE M~N !iiiOWfeaturing Stephen P. Daniels in
the Casa Del Sol also Eva Lovato-Sculptor and
Josephine Gutierrez· ceramics nee. 7·18th.
12/14
TilE PERFECT GIFT -BossHat- for you. or???
Available only al R.s.A, (Returning Students
Association) Grant Office. l!.m 24C b.asement of
Student Union. Open 1·5 daily durin~ finals week.
12/14
MERR\' XMAS T(} Dab~, Mary Ann, and Anila.
What a ful) car pool learn we are! ! I Hope next
semester Is as m~ch fun as this one has been. Happy
Holidays from Lillian.
12114
K. LAWSON, YOU'RE .awesome. The Texas twins
and the band boys.
12/14
JAMIE, DIANE WANTS her room back for finals,
Teus twins.
12/14
LETS HAVE A great Christmas Pam, Love D.C.
12114
ROBERTO, ALL THOSE classifieds were great. You
deserve a big THANK YOU! I I Now it's your
turn. Good luck on your finals. Via con dios. Tengo
mucho amorparatl. Nan~ita.
12114
1\fARK \'OUNG, I know you're easy! But we love
you anyway! Merry X mas· I did ill Love b.
12114
TO UNM'S BEST· bella, .Iori, Linda, Cathy, Martha:
couldn't have done it without you I Merry Christmas!
Love you I b.
12/14
SANTA ALREADY DROUGHT my X·Mas
presents: A great family, a terrific husband and a
wonderful bunch of people to work with• Merry
Christmas to all of you. Love Lillian.
12/14
HAPPY liA!lTER TO all th~ people on the LOBO
staff, Love AI
12/14
SUI!,.WEN, RA\', MARCUS· I sure will miss all of
you at the LOBO next semester. Just won't be the
same, but good luck and don't be strangers. VIsit.
often. Happy holidays, lois of love, Leslie.
12/14
NEWS SIDE- YELLOW sunglasses, ballot box rip
off, connie! of interest, tattoo art and all· you've beat
the Clark-regime by 500 miles. Best news staff In 3
maybe 4 years- from one of the Lobo lifers, Happy
Holidays.
12/14
1981·81 Con<eptlons Stoff· May you all gel lots of
rest, food and comfort over break- come February
that'$ all you'll have between you and Insanity!
Happy Holidays from your loving and veT)' happily12114
excditor, Leslie.
LOBO ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES Here's hQping ~ll
your holidays are as perfect ils a camera tend)' ad.
Except for late ads, last minute changes, mlsspellinss,
undecipherable layouts and too much work on too
little notice- you've been a great bunch. Belter luck
next year. Your production "pals",
ll/14
C.R.C.· LOOKING FORWARD to our first
Christmas and the New Year in our adobe abode.
Love Maryann.
12114
TO: DICK, MARYANN, LILLIAN Dabs, the
newsroom staff and of course the AE's, Its been a
great semester and thanks to all or you for helping to
make it that way for me. I would like to extend my
best wishes to· all of you for the Holidays and hope
that the year ahead will bring each of you happiness
and good fortunes. From "The Kid" (Marci), 12114
J)JCK·MERRY CHRISTMAS l'o you and your
family from all of us here a! the LOBO. Thanks for
everything,
12/14
TO ALL SAILORS on the LODO ship. great to be
aboard (my inflatable raft is close at hand) no, no,
no, noooo noll.
12/14
LORS (BROOKIE], IT won't be the same without
you, hon-ZT, drop kick, Killer pigeons, or fiS In
VSHistl God Bless. Much love, Mons(Pat). 12114
TO OUR t'A VORil'E 4 V. year old, Cisco- Wishing
ror you a Merry Christmas and a fun 1982. !'tom
your Mom and Dad and Spots.
12114

Good Luck On
Finals from the
Class Ad Staff.

9. Las N oticias

The Next edition of the
Daily Lobo will be on

CONCEPl'lONS SOUl'HWEST, UNM'S only
literary and fine am publication is accepting sut..
missions through February 5. Bring films, artwork
and literature, proposals for performances ""dance,
music and theatre to Marron Hall, Room 13 L 12114

TO BOBBY A.O. may your Christr.. as be. a joyous
one and may the year ahead bring you good fortunes.
From M.S.
12114

campus Monday, Jan. ll.
Classified ad deadline for
that issue will he
12:00 Noon FridaY,
Jan. 8. Daily public;;tion
will rcl.l.nne Monday,
January 18.

CIIRISTMAS DINNER • , • Alone for the
Christmas Holidays? Come join us for dinner. RSVP
247-9999 or255-4426.
12/14

Covered

10. YuleLog

"""•gon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO\fYN

SANDRA, MERR\' CIIRISTMASl .Behave yourself
in Denver. I'll miss you I Stephanie.
12/14
JOLLY PROFESSIONAl- SANTA Claus an unforgettable gift for a loved one. "A Visit From St.
Nicholas" Reasonable Services. 299-0447.
12114
TO: RICIIARD 1(, ONE semester down and another
to go. I can bet you're relieved that you won't have to
crack open another book until next year. Well, here's
wishing you a bright and cheerful X·mas. See ya
around in 1982. From: Oucss Who...
12/14
Weekend Ski Trips:
TO TAMM\' A, Here's sending you best wishes for
the 1982 year. Have a Merry Christmas and hope to
Crested Bulle, Purgatory, Telluride
see youaroundnextsemester. From MS.
12/14
Day Ski Trips: ·
EVS, WHAT ARE you making f<lr dinner? Dis you
Taos(S:iO'),Santa Fe(S22')
. really think I was only joking? Merry Christntasl
• Includes Bus and Lilt
:L:;:o::v=c=M=o=n=iq:;:u::e========:=:::=::==l2::/:::;l4
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CALL 881·7832
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-~:;.SKICLUB

;; Always
EXCHANGE
AHordable Prices

I,

Clothing Recycled New Buying Tradrng"'

sof1 or semi-soft le:nses

:casey Optical co.

BOD, DAVE, DENNIS George,. John, Mike: It's
only four days off, You fools. Nowl\'s time to state
the rules: Please remove uosightly hair and, by aU
means, clean underwear. Love, ACCC JJJMS. 12/14
LUPITA THE CHICKEN wishes all her frie11ds a fun
Christmas, See you on the slopes!.
12/14
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SPECIAL

. 2 slices cheese oizza

&small drink only $1.66
W!lh coupon only 12114·12120
127 Harvard se
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